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Summary
Between the 29th of April and the 10th of May 2019 Oxford Archaeology East
carried out a 63-trench evaluation on land west of London Road, Beccles,
Suffolk (TM 420 889, Fig. 1). The proposed residential development area
comprised c.9ha of grassed agricultural land on the south-western edge of
Beccles, bounded by London Road to the east and Ringsfield Road to the west.
A low level of archaeological remains were encountered across the site, with
evidence for at least one phase of a rectilinear ditch system, broadly aligned
north to south and east to west, of a likely post-medieval date. The geophysical
survey showed that the site was divided into four fields, and historic maps
confirmed that this division was in use during the 19th century, and may well
have been post-medieval in origin. This ditch system is interpreted as being
associated with a pastoral land use of the site with its roots stretching back
into at least the post-medieval period. The presence of a possible watering
hole/trough, and the general lack of post-medieval finds support this
interpretation. The few finds from these ditches were medieval in date, but
most likely represent a residual assemblage redeposited in post-medieval
features.
Three ditches were also revealed in the south-western quadrant which, whilst
they produced small quantities of medieval pottery similar to that found in the
principle ditch system, were aligned differently, and may represent a different
phase or type of land use.
Also revealed were 19 sub-circular pits, distributed across the site with no
discernible patterns or groupings. Only two of these features contained
dateable finds, in the form of a single sherd of medieval pottery and a single
fragment of post-medieval CBM, although several contained charcoal in
varying quantities. No firm conclusions about their function were drawn, but
while the possibility of a prehistoric origin cannot be ruled out, the presence
of similar finds to the ditch system implies that they were also related to the
post-medieval pastoral activity.
Two features hinted at a possible earlier phase of activity, in the form of a
curvilinear ditch in the south-western corner of the site and a broadly east to
west aligned ditch which appeared to be truncated by one of the postmedieval boundaries. No finds were recovered from these features, leaving
their function and date unknown.
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1.1

Scope of work
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1.1.1 Oxford Archaeology East (OAE) was commissioned by CgMs Heritage on behalf of
Hopkins Homes Ltd to undertake a trial trench evaluation on land west of London
Road, Beccles, Suffolk (TM 420889, Fig.1).
1.1.2 Previously, a Desk Based Assessment had been carried out by CgMs Heritage (C.
Harrison 2018), which concluded that the site was highly unlikely to contain any
archaeological remains which would constrain or prevent development. However, the
lack of systematic archaeological investigation within the vicinity prompted the
commissioning of a geophysical survey by CgMs Heritage, undertaken by Headland
Archaeology in the same year (D. Harrison 2018). This investigation found numerous
linear features representing extant and former drains or boundaries, as well as an area
of quarrying/extraction, a demolished building, and a large sub-rectangular anomaly
of unknown function. The subsequent trench evaluation comprised a broadly grid
pattern trench layout, with some trenches specifically placed to target these
geophysical results.
1.1.3 This evaluation was undertaken to inform the Planning Authority in advance of a
submission of a Planning Application (planning ref: DC/18/4312). A Written Scheme of
Investigation (Firth & Moan 2019, Appendix E) was produced by OAE detailing the
Local Authority’s requirements for work necessary to inform the planning process, and
how OAE intended to meet these requirements.

1.2

Location, topography and geology

1.2.1 The site lies on the south-western edge of Beccles and is bounded by mature
hedgerows and trees. A north to south aligned drainage ditch ran along the eastern
boundary of the site, adjacent to London Road. An extant boundary ditch ran through
the centre of the southern half of the site, on a north-northwest to south-southeast
alignment (former boundary 4 on Figure 3). A backfilled pond was situated at the
centre of the south-western boundary (former pond 1 on Figure 3). Post-medieval and
modern residential properties are located between the study site and London Road,
in the south-eastern corner of the site.
1.2.2 The ground level within the site fell slightly from a high point of c.30m OD in the northwestern corner to c.27m OD along the southern boundary.
1.2.3 The geology of the area is mapped as crag sands, overlain by superficial deposits of
Lowestoft Formation Diamicton (British Geological Survey online map viewer:
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/geologyOfBritain/viewer.html, accessed
02/04/2019)
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Archaeological and historical background

1.3.1 This section draws upon data from the Suffolk Historic Environment Record (SHER) and
the Desk-Based Assessment (C. Harrison 2018). Selected SHER entries are plotted on
Fig. 2.
Prehistoric
1.3.2 In general, the prehistoric entries from the SHER relate to scatters of unstratified flints
found within the search area (1km radius from site). These include unstratified flints
recovered from a watching brief on a residential development c.150m to the east (BCC
114); a group of Neolithic–Bronze Age lithics found along a footpath c.600m to the
south-east of the study site (BCC 089) and flint scatters (BCC 025 & WSN 006) found
c.600-800m to the south at the former M & H Plastics factory. Flints within buried
topsoil have been recovered c.900m to the east of the study site during horticultural
work (BCC 021). A subsequent test pit was excavated and recovered several struck
flints from the same topsoil horizon.
1.3.1 The data provided by the SHER records two sites that are undated but are most likely
to be of prehistoric date. These are cropmarks of probable ring ditches (BCC 015 & BCC
016, c.570m to the north) located on the higher ground above a relatively sharp incline
overlooking an unnamed stream exiting northwards towards the River Waveney and
its flood plain.
Anglo-Saxon and medieval
1.3.1 It is likely that the position of Beccles was chosen to utilise the Waveney inlet, which
was tidal. The historic core of the town lies to the north-east of the site (c.1.3km), near
to the ‘Old Market’ and St Michaels Church.
1.3.1 The closest SHER record to the site of a medieval date is a chance find of an artefact in
a garden c.200m to the east (BCC 012 – MSF1003). The HER also records Ringsfield
Common (RGD 009 – MSF 26726) and a toft/croft on Ringsfield Common (RGD 010 –
MSF 20424), c.300m to the west of the site at its closest point, on the western side of
Rings Field Road.
1.3.2 Two post-medieval to early modern brickworks are recorded in the SHER, located
within 500m of the site to the south-east (BCC 033 – MSF22744 & BCC 034 MSF22745).
Previous archaeological work
1.3.3 The site has recently been subject to both a geophysical survey (D. Harrison 2018), and
a Desk-Based Assessment (C. Harrison 2018).
1.3.4 The geophysical survey highlighted the fact that the site, while superficially appearing
to be one field, is divided into four by a ditched boundary and grass-over track. This
division may have its origins in the medieval period, but the first cartographic evidence
for this is the 1840 Tithe map, and it is also present on the 1882 first edition Ordnance
Survey map presented below in Figure 7.
1.3.5 Also recorded in the geophysical survey were linear anomalies consistent with
agricultural activity, as well as an area of quarrying/extraction, a demolished building
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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and several unidentified anomalies. These features were targeted by the evaluation,
the results of which are presented below.
1.3.6 The Desk-Based Assessment identified the likelihood of medieval – post-medieval
agricultural activity on the site, and highlighted the need for a systematic
archaeological investigation.
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AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1

Aims

Final

2.1.1 The project aims and objectives were to:
x
x
x
x
x

2.2

establish the presence or absence of archaeological remains on the site,
characterise where they were found (location, depth and extent), and establish
the quality of preservation of any archaeology and environmental remains.
provide sufficient coverage to establish the character, condition, date and
purpose of any archaeological deposits.
provide sufficient coverage to evaluate the likely impact of past land uses, and
the possible presence of masking deposits.
set the results in their local, regional, and national archaeological context – and,
in particular, its wider cultural landscape and past environmental conditions.
provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological mitigation
strategy, dealing with preservation, the recording of archaeological deposits,
working practices, timetables, and orders of cost.

Methodology

2.2.1 A total of 63 trenches, measuring 30m long by 2m wide was excavated, most of which
were either aligned north to south or east to west to give a 5% representative sample
of the development area.
2.2.2 The following trenches were positioned to target specific anomalies identified by the
geophysical survey (D. Harrison 2018, Fig. 3):
Trench
7

Anomaly
Set on a north-northwest to south-southeast alignment to target a feature interpreted as a former
pond.
17
On a north to south alignment to target an area of quarrying.
18
On a west-northwest to east-southeast alignment to target a broad sub-rectangular anomaly of
uncertain origin.
21
On a north to south alignment to target an east to west aligned ditch.
33
On a north to south alignment also to target the ditch present in Trench 21, and to target the remains
of a demolished building, present on second OS edition mapping (1905).
Table 1: Targeted trenches

2.2.3 Some trenches were not aligned north to south or east to west, for the following
reasons:
2.2.4 Trenches 8, 13 and 27 were set on northwest to southeast alignments to avoid an
active water service pipe.
2.2.5 Trench 35 was moved to the east at its northern end to avoid an overhead power cable.
2.2.6 Trench 60 was moved approximately 5m to the south to avoid a bund of soil placed
against the boundary by the landowner.
2.2.7 All trenches were opened by a 20 tonne 360° tracked excavator, to a depth where
either archaeological deposits or natural geology was reached.
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2.2.8 All archaeological features were excavated, except in a small number of cases where
the same feature was found to be present in more than one trench. In this case, it was
fully excavated in one trench and partially excavated for finds retrieval elsewhere.
2.2.9 All excavated features were drawn and photographed and all finds retained unless
identified as being modern in date.
2.2.10 Metal detecting was undertaken across the site by Thomas Lucking (OAE).
2.2.11 Environmental samples were taken for flotation processing to look for any charred or
mineralised ecofacts (plant remains). These samples were taken from all feature types,
and all alignments in the case of ditches, to evaluate their ecofactual potential. Any
features seen to have a high charcoal content during excavation were also sampled.
2.2.12 Archaeological features and excavated slots were recorded using a Leica GS08 GPS
with Smartnet capabilities.
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3

RESULTS

3.1

Introduction and presentation of results

3.1.1 The results of the evaluation are presented below, and include a stratigraphic
description of the trenches which contained archaeological remains. Trenches which
contained no archaeological remains are not described. The full details of all trenches,
with dimensions and depths of all deposits, can be found in Appendix A. Finds reports
and spot dates are presented in Appendix B, except in the case of the small amount of
animal bone recovered from Trench 18 which is discussed in the Finds Summary below.
The results from the environmental samples are presented in Appendix C. Location
plans of all the trenches and archaeological features are presented in Figs 3, 4a-d and
6, selected section drawings are provided in Fig. 5 and photographs in Plates 1-12.
Unless otherwise stated, no finds were recovered or environmental samples taken
from the deposits described below.
3.1.2 All trenches were 30m long and 2m wide, with the alignments detailed in Appendix A,
as can be seen on Fig. 3. They were generally evenly distributed across the site except
where it was necessary to avoid two alignments of overhead power cables, an extant
boundary ditch (alignment NNW – SSE) in the southern portion of the site, and the line
of a track running from the northwestern corner of the site to the eastern boundary
in the north of the site.

3.2

Soil sequence and ground conditions

3.2.1 The soil sequence across the trenches was fairly uniform. The natural geology of clay
with flint and stone inclusions was overlain by a silty clay interface layer (c.0.1m thick),
which in turn was overlain by topsoil (c.0.3m thick). No subsoil was present in any of
the trenches.
3.2.2 Ground conditions throughout the evaluation were generally good, however a short
period of heavy rain led to several trenches being flooded. The impact of this was only
to prevent the excavation of one small pit in Trench 4. Archaeological features, where
present, were easy to identify against the underlying natural geology.

3.3

General distribution of archaeological deposits

3.3.1 Archaeological features were present in 31 trenches (1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21,
23, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 44, 46, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59 and 63).
Trench 60 contained a modern service trench, Trench 7 contained a dump of modern
agricultural machinery parts within the bowl of a former pond (former pond 1 on
Figure 3) and Trench 33 contained the demolition rubble of a former farm building
(building on Figure 3). The remaining trenches were devoid of archaeological remains.
3.3.2 Generally, the results of the evaluation showed a close agreement with the results of
the geophysical survey (D. Harrison 2018, Fig.3). The majority of the features were
elements within a post-medieval to early modern rectilinear field system comprised of
ditches on broadly north to south and east to west alignments distributed across the
site. This system was aligned to the field divisions present on 19th century first edition
OS mapping, and contained a sparse, probably residual, assemblage of medieval
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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pottery. Also present was an area of quarrying/extraction in the southern part of
Trench 17, and an anomaly identified as a possible livestock watering hole/trough at
the western end of Trench 18.
3.3.3 Two groups of features were also revealed which had not been identified by the
geophysical survey. These were a group of three ditches on varying alignments just to
the south-west of the centre of the site (Trenches 32, 34 and 35), and 19 sub-circular
pits distributed across the site which were largely undated with the exception of one
which contained a single sherd of medieval pottery (pit 6 in Trench 14), and one which
contained a fragment of post-medieval ceramic building material (pit 94 in Trench 35).
From the shape, dimension and profile of these features it was unclear whether they
represented pits or post holes, though no post-pipes were recorded and in most cases
they were solitary occurrences in the trenches which formed no discernible structures
or alignments. For this reason, they are referred to as pits in the text below, as the
label ‘post hole’ has structural/boundary implications not justified by the evidence.
3.3.4 In addition to the ditches belonging to the rectilinear field system, two ditches were
revealed which hinted at possible earlier phases of activity. The first was a curvilinear
ditch terminus in Trench 1 (73), in the south-western corner of the site, which was
markedly different in form to the predominant set of ditches. The second was a
broadly east to west aligned ditch (40 in Trench 21, 103 in Trench 33) which appeared
to be truncated by one of the ditches forming the four-field division present on 19th
century mapping.
The Geophysical Sur vey (D. Harrison 2018)
3.3.5 Where present in the trenches, the linear geophysical anomalies presented in the
geophysical interpretation figure (Fig. 3) were investigated and characterised. The
darker green lines represent the medieval to post-medieval boundary ditches which
divided the field into four. The lighter green lines, predominantly in the north-western
quadrant of the site, were found to be either former boundary ditches or field drains,
and have been labelled as such on Figure 3. The yellow linear recorded as D1 (40 in
Trench 21 and 103 in Trench 33) in the geophysical report was found to be of a similar
character to other boundary ditches excavated on the site. The fact that it appears to
be truncated by the later boundary ditch FB4 implies that it relates to a land division
which predates the medieval to post-medieval division of the site into four fields (see
below), unfortunately no artefacts were recovered to be able to date this feature. The
linear feature labelled SP1 is an active water service pipe.

3.4

Trench 1 (Fig. 4c)

3.4.1 In the western half of this trench curvilinear ditch terminus 73 was revealed (Fig. 5,
Section 28, Plate 1). Curving eastwards from the northern limit of the trench, it was
0.63m wide and 0.29m deep with steep sides and a flat base. Its sole fill was a light
brownish grey silty clay with rare charcoal, and small sub-angular stone and flint
inclusions (74). As stated above, this feature was atypical of those found across the
site and could represent a different phase of activity. No evidence, however, was found
to determine its date.
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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3.4.2 Immediately to the east was pit 69. The stratigraphic relationship between pit 69 and
curvilinear ditch 73 was not visible as the pit was too shallow. This feature was subcircular in plan and measured 0.26m in diameter and 0.03m deep, with gently sloping
sides and a flat base. Its sole fill was a dark brownish grey silty clay with occasional
charcoal inclusions (70), which contained four fragments (5g) of fired clay. The
environmental sample (12) contained very small amounts of unidentifiable fired clay.
3.4.3 The final feature in this trench was only partially revealed at the eastern end. Pit 67
can be extrapolated to have been sub-circular in shape, and enough was visible
(approximately 60%) to establish that it had gently sloping sides and a flat base,
measuring at least 0.3m wide and 0.13m deep. The sole fill was a dark brownish grey
silt with moderate charcoal inclusions (68). An environmental sample (11) was taken
from this fill and found to contain moderate amounts of charcoal.

3.5

Trench 4 (Fig. 4c)

3.5.1 Trench 4 revealed a tree throw at the northern end which was excavated and
contained no finds.
3.5.2 At the southern end was sub-circular pit 102 which measured 0.36m in diameter. It
was not possible to excavate this feature as the southward slope of the trench meant
that this feature was under a significant depth of rain water for the duration of the
fieldwork.

3.6

Trench 5 (Fig. 4c)

3.6.1 Near to the western limit of the trench, north to south aligned ditch 75 was revealed.
Measuring 1.3m wide and 0.21m deep, it had gently sloping sides and a concave base.
The sole fill was a light greyish brown silty clay with rare charcoal and small sub-angular
stone and flint inclusions (76).

3.7

Trench 7 (Fig. 4c)

3.7.1 At its south-eastern end this trench contained an area of modern disturbance in the
form of a dump of mixed agricultural mechanical waste, including parts of machinery
and nails (Plate 2).

3.8

Trench 8 (Fig. 4c)

3.8.1 Trench 8 contained circular pit 71 at its north-western end. With steep sides and a flat
base, it measured 0.45m in diameter and 0.1m deep. The single silty clay fill was dark
grey, with small sub-angular stone and flint inclusions (72).

3.9

Trench 9 (Fig. 4d)

3.9.1 Trench 9 revealed a southwest to northeast aligned linear feature which upon
excavation was found to be a field drain, also exposed in Trenches 12 and 16. This
accounts for one of the longer linear anomalies identified by the geophysical survey
(Fig. 3), and allows for the possibility that other anomalies on similar or opposing
alignments, which were not encountered in the trenches, may have had similar
functions.
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3.9.2 To the north of the drain was a group of five small, shallow sub-circular pits, all with
gently sloping sides and concave bases, and all containing dark brownish grey silty clay
fills with occasional charcoal inclusions. The similarity of the fills suggests they were
contemporary, but there did not appear to be any significance to their layout. The
dimensions of these pits are presented below in Table 2:
Cut (fill) Length (m) Width (m) Depth (m)
22 (23)
0.7
0.45
0.14
24 (25)
0.26
0.25
0.08
26 (27)
0.26
0.23
0.11
28 (29)
0.43
0.32
0.13
30 (31)
0.31
0.3
0.26
Table 2: The dimensions of the pits of Trench 9

3.10 Trench 14 (Fig. 4d)
3.10.1 A north to south aligned ditch (4) was revealed at the eastern end of Trench 14. It was
1.2m wide and 0.43m deep, with gently sloping sides and a flat base. The solitary fill
was a light brownish grey silty clay (5) with rare charcoal and small sub-angular stones
and flint inclusions, which contained 13g of unworked burnt flint.
3.10.2 In the western part of the trench two sub-circular pits with quite different profiles
were revealed. Pit 6 had steep sides and a concave base, measuring 0.59m long, 0.47m
wide and 0.2m deep (Fig.5, Section 2, Plate 3). It was filled by a dark brownish grey
silty clay (7) with frequent charcoal inclusions, which contained 11g of burnt flint, five
fragments (6g) of fired clay and one sherd (8g) of AD 12th to 14th century pottery. The
environmental sample (1) taken from this fill recovered small amounts of
unidentifiable fired clay.
3.10.3 Pit 8 had gently sloping sides and a concave base, measuring 0.44m long, 0.4m wide
and 0.18m deep. The sole fill was a dark brownish grey silty clay (9), which contained
one tertiary blade-like flint flake. The environmental sample taken from this fill (2) was
sterile.

3.11 Trench 16 (Fig. 4d)
3.11.1 Just to the east of the centre of the trench was north to south aligned ditch 10 (Fig.5,
Section 4). With steep sides and a flat base, this ditch had a slightly less rounded profile
than the other ditches encountered on the site. Its alignment and parallel course to
London Road, approximately 16m to the east, however, suggest it is simply another
field boundary ditch. Measuring 0.99m wide and 0.71 deep, it was filled with a midyellowish brown sandy clay (11) with occasional small sub-angular stone inclusions
(0.53m thick). Overlying this was a 0.18m thick mid reddish brown sandy clay with
occasional sub-angular stone and chalk inclusions (12).
3.11.2 This ditch also matches a north to south linear anomaly on the geophysical survey (Fig.
3).

3.12 Trench 17 (Fig. 4d)
3.12.1 The southern third of this trench contained an area of quarrying/extraction (13)
previously identified by the geophysical survey (Fig. 3). No sign of this activity was seen
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in Trench 16 to the south, therefore it can be said to have been small-scale, discreet
activity.
3.12.2 Extraction pit 13 had an edge which curved northwards from the south-eastern limit
of the trench (Fig.5, Section 5, Plate 4). It extended for 10m from the southern limit
and covered the 2m width of the trench. The feature was investigated to a depth of
0.64m, where excavation was halted, so the base was not found. As a result, only the
fact that it had a gently sloping northern side can be stated to describe its profile.
3.12.3 Two fills were identified within the excavated slot, both most likely the result of
periodic natural infilling. The lower fill was a 0.08m thick mid yellowish brown sandy
silt which contained rare charcoal flecks (15). The upper fill was a 0.48m thick mid
greyish brown silty clay with occasional charcoal and coal, rare chalk flecks and
occasional sub-angular stone and flint inclusions (16). Four sherds (18g) of late AD 12th
to 14th century pottery were recovered from fill 16, along with one likely intrusive
sherd (1g) of 19th century pottery, and a silver farthing of Edward I (AD 1272 – 1307,
Small Find 1). A single residual tertiary flint flake was also recovered from this fill. The
medieval pottery and coin suggest this extraction activity may have pre-dated the
generally post-medieval to early modern activity on the site.
3.12.4 The geology at the northern end of the trench did not appear consistent with the rest
of the site, so a machine sondage was excavated to test whether this was an earlier
phase of quarrying. The sondage proved that this deposit was just a variation in the
geology.

3.13 Trench 18 (Fig. 4d)
3.13.1 Trench 18 was targeted to investigate a sub-rectangular geophysical anomaly (Fig. 3).
Upon excavation (19, Fig.5, Section 7, Plate 5), this feature extended across the width
of the trench for 4.47m from its western limit and was 0.38m deep. The lower fill was
a lining made up almost entirely of flint nodules with a thickness of 0.08m (20). Found
lodged between the nodules was one fragment (37g) of cattle bone. Overlying and
between this was a 0.38m thick silting deposit of mid yellowish grey sandy clay with
occasional sub-rounded stone and flint inclusions (21), which contained 5g of burnt
flint. The environmental sample taken from this fill (4) contained two unidentifiable
cereal grains.
3.13.2 This feature was interpreted as a possible livestock watering hole/trough dug into the
natural clay geology, which would hold rain water.
3.13.3 In the centre of the trench natural undulation 17 was revealed. Given its linear shape
in plan it was initially thought to be a ditch, however excavation showed it to have
irregular sides and an undulating base. It was also relatively shallow (0.16m) when
compared to its width (1.96m). The single fill was a mid-yellowish grey sandy clay
which was completely sterile (18).
3.13.4 A machine sondage was excavated at the eastern end of the trench to ensure the
quarrying activity found in Trench 17 did not continue westwards.
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3.14 Trench 21 (Fig. 4d)
3.14.1 Just to the north of the centre of the trench east to west aligned ditch 40 (Fig.5, Section
17) was revealed, confirming the findings of the geophysical survey (Fig. 3). It
measured 0.95m wide and 0.43m deep, with gently sloping sides and a concave base.
The single fill was a mid-greyish brown silty clay with rare charcoal and occasional
small sub-angular stone inclusions (41), which contained two worked flints. This
feature was the same as ditch 103 in Trench 33 (see below), and represents the
southernmost instance of an east to west aligned ditch on the site. It was the only
linear feature which appeared to be present in more than one of the medieval to postmedieval four fields, and may therefore represent an earlier, undated, field division.

3.15 Trench 23 (Fig. 4d)
3.15.1 This trench contained two sub-circular pits with gently sloping sides and concave
bases. In the western half, pit 34 measured 0.83m by 0.7m wide, and was 0.13m deep.
It was filled by a dark greyish brown silty clay which had moderate charcoal inclusions
(35), which contained 2g of burnt flint and three fragments (8g) of fired clay. An
environmental sample taken from this fill (6) was found to contain moderate amounts
of charcoal and very small amounts of hammerscale, likely to be the result of industrial
waste mixed with midden material used as manuring.
3.15.2 To the east, pit 32 was 0.6m by 0.37m wide and 0.15m deep, and was filled by a dark
greyish brown silty clay with rare charcoal and small sub-angular stone and flint
inclusions (33), which contained 36g of burnt flint. The environmental sample taken
from this fill (5) was found to be sterile.

3.16 Trench 29 (Fig. 4c)
3.16.1 Near to the western limit of this trench, north to south aligned ditch 81 (Fig. 5, Section
31) was uncovered. Measuring 1.89m wide and 0.35m deep, it had steep sides and a
flat base. The mid greyish brown silty clay fill contained frequent flint inclusions (82).
An environmental sample taken from this fill (13) contained a small quantity of
molluscs and a very small amount of hammerscale.
3.16.2 This ditch was also revealed to the north in Trench 31 (98; see below).

3.17 Trench 31 (Fig. 4c)
3.17.1 Trench 31 contained ditch 98 near its eastern limit, the continuation of ditch 81 in
Trench 29 to the south. Given that this feature had already been fully excavated and
recorded, it was decided to only excavate a small portion in this trench for finds
retrieval. Still continuing on its north to south alignment, it was 1.18m wide and
contained a silty clay fill similar to that found in ditch 81.

3.18 Trench 32 (Fig. 4c)
3.18.1 This trench contained the first of three ditches in this central-southern part of the site
which were aligned differently to the general north to south and east to west pattern
found across the rest of the site (the others being found in Trenches 34 and 35 to the
north-west). That they represent a different phase(s) from the general field system is
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possible. However, given that all three were on slightly different, but not necessarily
opposing, alignments, it is harder to say if they were contemporary with each other.
3.18.2 Ditch 96 was revealed at the eastern end of the trench, on a north-northeast to southsouthwest alignment. It was 0.82m wide and 0.35m deep, with steep sides and a
concave base. The fill consisted of a mid-brownish grey silty clay with rare charcoal and
small sub-angular stone and flint inclusions (97). Two sherds (15g) of AD 13th to 14th
century pottery were recovered from this fill. The fact that this pottery was slightly
later than the norm for the site lends weight to the possibility that this feature
represented another phase of activity.

3.19 Trench 33 (Fig. 4c)
3.19.1 Near to the southern limit of the trench east to west aligned ditch 103 was revealed,
the western continuation of ditch 40 in Trench 21. It was decided not to excavate this
feature in this trench because it had already been excavated in Trench 21, and it was
deemed unsafe to work in this trench given the presence of demolition rubble
(including nails and broken glass) in the topsoil, and trench sides, immediately to the
north.
3.19.2 The demolition rubble, which was present in the central and northern third of the
trench sides and topsoil, was identified in the geophysical survey report as the remains
of a demolished building, present on second edition OS (1905) mapping. The rubble
consisted of abundant charcoal, bricks, nails, broken glass and ceramic building
material, and was found to be 0.56m thick (Plate 6).

3.20 Trench 34 (Fig. 4c)
3.20.1 This trench contained the second of the three somewhat anomalously aligned ditches
noted above. In this case, ditch 87 (Fig. 5, Section 34) was aligned north-northwest to
south-southeast, and appeared to have been slightly curvilinear, although this may
simply have been a slight deviation. It measured 0.53m wide and 0.23m deep, with
gently sloping sides and a concave base. It was filled by a 0.17m thick lower fill of midbrownish grey silty clay which contained frequent charcoal inclusions (88). The
environmental sample taken from this fill (14) produced very small amounts of
charcoal and hammerscale. The upper fill (89) was a 0.14m thick light-greyish brown
silty clay with occasional charcoal and small sub-angular stone inclusions.
3.20.2 Immediately to the west was pit 90. Sub-circular in plan, with gently sloping sides and
a concave base, it measured 0.42m by 0.34m wide and 0.17m deep. The mid greyish
brown silty clay fill contained occasional charcoal and small sub-angular stone and flint
inclusions (91).

3.21 Trench 35 (Fig. 4c)
3.21.1 Trench 35 revealed the last of the three ditches not on an east to west or north to
south alignment. Ditch 92 was aligned west-northwest to east-southeast, and was
0.88m wide and 0.1m deep, with gently sloping sides and a concave base. It was filled
by a mid-greyish brown sandy clay with occasional small sub-angular stone and flint
inclusions (93), which contained one fragment (1g) of fired clay.
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3.21.2 To the north-east was sub-circular pit 94 (Fig.5, Section 37), measuring 0.8m by 0.73m
wide and 0.3m deep. It had near-vertical sides and a flat base, and was filled by light
yellowish grey silty clay with occasional small sub-angular stone and flint inclusions
(95), which contained 52g of burnt flint and one fragment (17g) of post-medieval
ceramic building material (CBM). The environmental sample taken from this fill (15)
produced only a very small amount of hammerscale.

3.22 Trench 39 (Fig. 4a)
3.22.1 This trench revealed east to west aligned ditch 83 (=85), which extended from the
eastern limit of the trench for approximately 10.8m before either terminating or
turning southwards (Plate 7). As this feature was partially obscured by the southern
limit of the trench, it was not possible to determine its exact course, nor was it possible
to measure its full width. Thus, it measured between 0.72m and 0.84m in width up to
the limit of excavation, and was 0.46m and 0.53m deep, with steep sides and a concave
base. It was filled by a mid-yellowish grey silty clay with occasional small sub-angular
stone inclusions (84, 86).
3.22.2 While this ditch corresponds in alignment with a linear anomaly recorded in the
geophysical survey (Fig. 3), it was not seen to be present in Trench 40 to the west. It is
possible, therefore, that the anomaly was a field drain (two drains were recorded in
Trench 40 close to the line of the anomaly).

3.23 Trench 44 (Fig. 4a)
3.23.1 The only feature present in Trench 44 was elongated pit 100 (Fig.5, Section 39) aligned
broadly north-west to south-east, in the western part of the trench. This feature was
1.47m long, 0.35m wide and 0.18m deep, with steep sides and a concave base. The fill
was a light grey silty clay with occasional charcoal and rare small sub-angular stone
inclusions (101). The environmental sample taken from this fill (16) produced a very
small amount of charcoal.
3.23.2 No other such elongated pits were recorded on the site, making it possible that this
feature was from a different phase, or served a different purpose, to the typical subcircular pits.

3.24 Trench 46 (Fig.4b)
3.24.1 This trench contained two features, both typical of the archaeology of the site. Close
to the northern limit of the trench was sub-circular pit 38. Measuring 0.41m by 0.23m
wide and 0.1m deep, it had steep sides and a concave base. It was filled by a dark
greyish brown sandy clay with rare charcoal and small sub-angular stone inclusions
(39).
3.24.2 Near to the southern limit of the trench was east to west aligned ditch 36 (Fig. 5,
Section 15), which had steep sides and a concave base (Plate 8). Measuring 1.5m wide
and 0.58m deep, it was filled by a mid-yellowish brown clayey sand which contained
rare charcoal and occasional small sub-angular stone inclusions (37).
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3.24.3 This feature accounts for an east to west aligned linear anomaly recorded in the
geophysical survey (Fig. 3), and was also seen to be present in Trench 48 to the west (
as 104).

3.25 Trench 48 (Fig.4b)
3.25.1 This trench revealed ditch 104, which was the eastward continuation of ditch 36 in
Trench 46, and thus was not excavated. Here it was seen to be on a west-southwest to
east-northeast alignment, a slight curve northwards which may be the result of it being
aligned to London Road to the east, which curves slightly westwards off its north to
south alignment at this point. It was 1.46m wide in this trench, and was not present in
Trench 49 to the east.
3.25.2 Immediately to the south was an irregular tree throw feature (46), which measured
1.28m long, 0.87m wide and 0.24m deep, with steeply sloping sides and an undulating
base. The lower fill was a 0.14m thick dark brownish grey sandy clay with occasional
charcoal and small sub-angular stone inclusions (47), overlain by a 0.1m thick mid
greyish brown sandy clay containing occasional small sub-angular stone inclusions
(48). The upper fill contained two fragments (8g) of post-medieval CBM.
3.25.3 Immediately to the southeast of this tree throw was sub-circular pit 44. This feature
had gently sloping sides and a concave base, it measured 0.42m by 0.38m wide and
0.13m deep, and was filled by a dark brownish grey silty clay with occasional charcoal
and small sub-angular stone inclusions (45). The environmental sample taken from this
fill (8) produced only a very small amount of hammerscale.

3.26 Trench 49 (Fig. 4b)
3.26.1 This trench contained sub-circular pit 42, in its eastern half (Fig. 5, Section 18, Plate 9).
The sides of this feature were mostly vertical and slightly undercut to the west, and
came down onto a flat base. It measured 0.46m by 0.41m wide and 0.2m deep, and
was filled by a dark brownish grey silty clay fill with abundant charcoal inclusions (43),
which contained 188g of burnt flint. The environmental sample taken from this fill (7)
produced very small amounts of charcoal and hammerscale.

3.27 Trench 50 (Fig. 4b)
3.27.1 Trench 50 revealed east to west aligned ditch 55 (Fig. 5, Section 24) in the southern
half of the trench. This feature was also present to the west in Trenches 52 (57) and
53 (49). With steep sides and a concave base, it measured 1.22m wide and 0.6m deep,
and was filled by a mid-yellowish grey sandy clay with occasional charcoal and small
sub-angular stone inclusions (56), which contained one fragment (6g) of post-medieval
CBM. The environmental sample taken from this fill (9) produced a very small amount
of hammerscale.

3.28 Trench 52 (Fig. 4b)
3.28.1 Near to the southern limit of Trench 52, east to west aligned ditch 57 was revealed,
which was the continuation of ditch 55 in Trench 50 to the east and ditch 49 in Trench
53 to the west. Given that it was fully excavated in both of these trenches, only a finds
retrieval slot was excavated here, where it was found to be 1.67m wide. The mid
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yellowish grey sandy clay fill (58) contained one sherd (19g) of AD 16th century pottery
and one tertiary flint flake.
3.28.2 On a broadly north to south alignment, periglacial feature 61 was present for the entire
length of the trench. Initially thought to be a linear archaeological feature, excavation
determined that it was natural in origin. At the point where it was excavated it was
found to be 0.33m wide and 0.25m deep, with steep sides and a concave base.
However, the fill was very similar to the surrounding natural – firm, light yellowish grey
clay with rare small sub-angular stone inclusions (62).

3.29 Trench 53 (Fig. 4b)
3.29.1 Trench 53 contained the westernmost extent of the broadly east to west aligned ditch
49 (Plate 10), revealed in both Trench 50 (55) and Trench 52 (57). In this trench, the
ditch was seen to have a slightly southward trend to its alignment, arguably following
a parallel course to ditch 36 in Trench 46 (104 in Trench 48) to the south.
3.29.2 Not fully revealed within the trench, the width measurement of 0.86m was not its full
extent. However, the base of the ditch was reached and measured 0.44m deep. It was
filled by a light greyish brown silty clay with occasional small sub-angular stone
inclusions (50). Two sherds (35g) of AD 13th to 14th century pottery were recovered
from this fill.
3.29.3 Unlike the majority of ditches on this site, this ditch had a stepped profile with a
concave base. A similar profile was also seen in ditch 53 in Trench 57 to the north, and
their alignments were broadly parallel. This profile, however, was not seen in this ditch
in Trench 50 (55) and may represent an earlier profile which was re-cut elsewhere, or
vice versa.

3.30 Trench 54 (Fig. 4b)
3.30.1 This trench contained a singular sub-circular pit (65, Fig. 5, Section 26) near to the
southern limit. Measuring 0.81m by 0.6m wide and 0.23m deep, it had steep sides and
a sub-flat base, and was filled by a light yellowish grey silty clay containing frequent
charcoal inclusions (66), which contained 55g of burnt flint and one fragment (1g) of
fired clay. The environmental sample taken from this fill (10) contained a single barley
grain and a small amount of charcoal.

3.31 Trench 56 (Fig. 4b)
3.31.1 Trench 56 revealed an east to west aligned ditch (63) in the centre of the trench. It had
gently sloping sides and a flat base, measuring 1.3m wide and 0.4m deep, and was
filled by a mid-brownish grey silty clay containing occasional small sub-angular stone
inclusions (64). One sherd (7g) of AD 11th to 12th century pottery was recovered from
this fill.
3.31.2 It is possible that ditch 63 was the same feature as ditch 59 in Trench 58, but it did not
appear to sufficiently align to be conclusive.
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3.32 Trench 57 (Fig. 4b)
3.32.1 This trench revealed ditch 53 (Fig. 5, Section 23, Plate 11) extending from the eastern
limit on an east-northeast to west-southwest alignment, with a similar stepped profile
and concave base as ditch 49 in Trench 53 to the south. It measured 1.2m wide and
0.38m deep, and was filled with a mid-brownish grey silty clay with occasional small
sub-angular stone inclusions (54). One sherd (3g) of AD 12th to 14th century pottery
was recovered from this fill.

3.33 Trench 58 (Fig. 4b)
3.33.1 This trench contained a single east to west aligned ditch (59) in the centre of the
trench. With gently sloping sides and a flat base, it measured 0.89m wide and 0.34m
deep, and was filled by a mid-brownish grey silty clay containing rare charcoal and
small sub-angular stone inclusions (60).
3.33.2 As noted above, it is possible that this ditch was the same as ditch 63 in Trench 56,
however it did appear to align sufficiently to confirm this.

3.34 Trench 59 (Fig. 4b)
3.34.1 Trench 59 revealed a feature of uncertain function in its eastern end (51, Plate 12). Its
visible edge was on a north to south alignment, but not enough of the feature was
present to determine it was linear. Extending for 3.53m from the eastern limit, it filled
the entire 2m width of the trench. The intervention found the steep western side to
come down onto a sub-flat base at a depth of 0.3m, and it was filled by a light yellowish
grey silty clay (52). Eight sherds (79g) of AD 11th to 12th century pottery was recovered
from this fill.
3.34.2 Possible functions of this feature include a similar area of extraction to that found in
Trench 17 (13), a silted up natural hollow, or the remains of an earlier course of London
Road, currently approximately 8m to the east. The proximity of the eastern end of the
trench to the current tree-lined boundary of the field, and an overhead power cable
to the north, meant that a trench extension to further investigate this feature was not
possible.

3.35 Trench 63 (Fig. 4a)
3.35.1 Near to the southern limit of this trench was east to west aligned ditch 77. With gently
sloping sides and a concave base, it measured 1.2m wide and 0.23m deep, and
contained a light greyish brown silty clay fill with rare charcoal and occasional small
sub-angular stone inclusions (78). Two sherds (6g) of AD 12th to 14th century pottery
were recovered from this fill.

3.36 Finds and environmental summary
3.36.1 The sole piece of metalwork recovered from the site, despite extensive metaldetecting, was a silver farthing of Edward I recovered from the upper fill (16) of
extraction pit 13 (Appendix B.1).
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3.36.2 A total of five worked flints and 34 unworked burnt flints (362kg) were recovered from
nine of the trenches, all of which were residual finds in much later features. The
general character of the worked flints suggested a Neolithic date (Appendix B.2).
3.36.3 The largely heavily abraded pottery assemblage from the evaluation consisted of 23
sherds (187g), from eight contexts (Appendix B.3). With the exception of one sherd of
AD 19th century pottery from the upper fill (16) of extraction pit 13, and one sherd of
post-medieval pottery from ditch 57, the rest of the assemblage was of early medieval
date. It is entirely possible that all of this medieval pottery represents residual
material, deriving from earlier episodes of manuring, incorporated into the fills of later,
post-medieval, features. The fact that it was concentrated in the north-eastern corner
of the site, the nearest part of the site to the historic core of Beccles, may mean this
activity was limited to there.
3.36.4 Along with this pottery, a very small amount of post-medieval CBM (31g) and fired clay
(27g) was recovered from several of the pits and ditches across the site (Appendices
B.4 and B.5 respectively).
3.36.5 A single fragment of clay tobacco pipe was recovered from the topsoil, with a probable
date of the mid-17th AD (Appendix B.6)
3.36.6 A single fragmented cattle metapodial was recovered from fill 20 of watering
hole/trough 19, in Trench 18. The surface condition of the bone is fair with some signs
of rodent gnawing (Zoë Ui Choileáin, pers. comm.).
3.36.7 Fifteen bulk samples were taken during the evaluation, the results of which were
generally poor (Appendix C.1). The poor preservation of plant remains on the site is
likely due to the clay matrix of the features’ fills. It is also possible that some of the
charred plant remains may be intrusive, as indicated by the presence of rootlets in the
samples. The recovery of such small amounts of grains and charcoal indicates that
there is limited potential for the preservation of plant remains on this site.
3.36.8 A number of the samples contained a small quantity of hammerscale, a by-product of
metalworking activities. Its presence on this site is probably due to the use of industrial
waste mixed with midden material used as manuring during earlier attempts at
cultivation during the medieval period.

3.37 Archiving
3.37.1 The site archive (under the site code BCC 136) comprises a maximum of two bulk
finds/document boxes and one small find box. The archive will be deposited with
SCCAS in due course.
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DISCUSSION

4.1

Reliability of field investigation

Final

4.1.1 The results of the evaluation are considered reliable, with the archaeological features
being clearly visible within the trenches, and the clay geology meant that the
geological horizon was clear when encountered. Standing rainwater in the trenches
prevented the excavation of only one feature (pit 102 in Trench 4).

4.2

Evaluation objectives and results

4.2.1 The objectives of the evaluation have been achieved in so far as the presence of
archaeological remains across the site has been established, for the most part in the
form of field system ditches and small pits.
4.2.2 The ground-truth of the results of the geophysical report (D. Harrison 2018) has been
established to a large degree, with all feature types, where they were revealed in the
trenches, being investigated and characterised. Of particular importance is that this
investigation was able to identify which linear anomalies were ditches and which were
field drains (Figs.3 & 4a-c). As noted above, some anomalies present in the geophysical
survey were not encountered during the evaluation.
4.2.3 However, the sub-circular pits found across the site, as well as the anomalous
alignments of the ditches in Trenches 32, 34 and 35 and the curvilinear ditch in Trench
1, are all features which this investigation has identified without entirely being able to
date or characterise in any detail.
4.2.4 The general paucity of finds and environmental data is suggestive of a landscape which
has seen little variety in activity, and certainly no settlement. The underlying natural
clay geology means that the site has probably always been unsuitable for settlement
or cultivation, as evidenced by the lack of subsoil, and general lack of any evidence for
intensive cultivation.

4.3

Interpretation (Fig. 6)

4.3.1 The presence and character of the archaeological remains on the site, especially when
combined with the results of the geophysical survey, has been broadly established –
the site was characterised by a field system of ditches generally aligned north to south
and east to west, and a small amount of extraction activity. These alignments probably
relate to the post-medieval to early modern division of the field into four, and also to
the north to south alignment of London Road immediately to the east (Figs. 3, 6 & 7).
The fact that majority of the pottery assemblage from these features was medieval
may indicate a medieval origin for this field system, however, it is much more likely to
represent a small residual component in the post-medieval to early modern period.
With the exception of the extraction activity in Trench 17, the overall character of the
site appears to have been pastoral in nature. As stated above, the underlying geology
would have made cultivation or settlement very difficult. It is possible that attempts
at arable agriculture were made in the medieval period, hence the date of the majority
of the small pottery assemblage, but these were probably unsuccessful and resulted
in the site being turned over largely to pasture in the subsequent centuries – as
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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evidenced by the presence of the possible watering hole/trough in Trench 18. This
interpretation leads to the likelihood that the majority of the fields on this site
belonged to a post-medieval system of drainage and land division associated with
pastoral activity.
4.3.2 Of note is ditch 40 in Trench 21 (103 in Trench 33) which did not appear to respect the
medieval to post-medieval division of the field into four, and therefore may represent
an earlier phase of land division. However, no finds were recovered from this feature
to corroborate this.
4.3.3 The area of extraction activity in Trench 17 probably represents a small-scale, discreet
episode of clay extraction, the exact nature of which is uncertain. The presence of the
medieval coin and predominantly medieval pottery suggest this activity may have
taken place prior to the post-medieval pastoral activity, and perhaps was
contemporary with the presumed attempts at cultivation.
4.3.4 The precise nature and date of the differently aligned ditches in Trenches 32, 34 and
35 could not be established, but the presence of medieval pottery in one of the ditches
implies a sub-phase of land division on a smaller scale, broadly in keeping with the
overall character and period of the site.
4.3.5 Two ditches, 49 in Trench 53 (57 in Trench 52 and 55 in Trench 50) and 53 in Trench
57, in the north-eastern quadrant of the site, were found to have stepped profiles,
rather than the typical U-shaped profiles of the other boundary ditches revealed. This
may suggest that they belonged to a different phase of land division, however their
alignments, and the medieval pottery recovered from them, were similar to the other
alignments and finds recovered from the ditches on this site.
4.3.6 The 19 small sub-circular pits found across the site defy a definitive explanation. They
were not distributed in any kind of discernible pattern, nor were any groupings
obvious, aside perhaps from the five in Trench 9. Their generally gently sloping sides
and concave bases, however, suggest an association with each other. Furthermore,
when the similarity of the single fills of these features is taken into account, along with
the fact that many contained charcoal to varying degrees, one possible interpretation
is that they represented single-use activities potentially associated with the presence
of herdsmen using the site during the post-medieval period. While the possibility exists
that the pits represent occasional, transient later prehistoric activity, the lack of
prehistoric finds within them and the presence of occasional fragments of Medieval
pottery and post-Medieval CBM, suggests that they were produced by activities taking
place much later in the sequence. The recovery of one sherd of medieval pottery from
pit 6, and one fragment of post-medieval CBM from pit 94, also generally correlates
with the nature of the finds from the post-medieval ditches.
4.3.8 The small amount of struck flint were all residual occurrences within much later
features, but its presence can at least be said to indicate a likely prehistoric presence
in the wider vicinity, probably during the Neolithic.
4.3.9 In terms of form, the curvilinear ditch (73) in Trench 1 was a unique feature on the site,
and may relate to some of the nearby prehistoric activity recorded in the SHER (Fig.2).
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Significance

4.4.1 In general, the archaeological remains uncovered by this evaluation relate to a system
of drainage and boundary ditches likely to be of post-medieval date, probably
associated with the use of the site for pasture during this period. The presence of a
small assemblage of early medieval pottery suggests attempted episodes of cultivation
predating these features, which were likely to have been unsuccessful given the
intractable nature of the underlying natural geology. No further evidence for any
arable activity was revealed and it is likely that the site was wholly given over to
pasture in the later medieval and post-medieval periods. The presence of a possible
watering hole, and the general lack of post-medieval pottery which would be expected
if the site were subject to later manuring, both suggest a picture of a landscape divided
and drained for pasture, and at some time prior to the production of the 1840 tithe
map, was divided into four fields. The other predominant feature of the site was the
19 small, shallow sub-circular pits. As discussed above, it is entirely possible that they
represent herdsman activities, such as fire waste disposal, consistent with the pastoral
nature of the main phase of this site. However, the presence of a small amount of
struck flint on the site means a prehistoric origin cannot be discounted.
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TRENCH DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTEXT INVENTORY

Trench 1
General description
Trench contained two pits and one curvilinear ditch (N-S, turning
to SE and terminating). Consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and silty clay
interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and
stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
67
Cut
0.3
0.13
Pit
68
Fill
0.13
Pit
69
Cut
0.26
0.03
Pit
70
Fill
0.03
Pit

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.45

Finds

Date

4 x fragments
(5g) of fired clay
-

-

Trench 2
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.31m) and
silty clay interface (0.13m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.43

Trench 3
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.36m) and
silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.45

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.44

Finds

Date

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.40
Date

-

-

73
74

Cut
Fill

0.63
-

0.29
0.29

Ditch
Ditch

Trench 4
General description
Trench contained one pit which was not excavated due to the
trench being waterlogged. Consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and silty
clay interface (0.11m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
102
Cut
0.36
Pit
Trench 5
General description
Trench contained one ditch (N-S). Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
75
Cut
1.3
0.21
Ditch
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76

Fill

-

0.21

Final

Ditch

Trench 6
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Trench 7
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology, but contained a 2.25m wide spread
of modern agricultural mechanical waste in the south-eastern end
of the trench. Consisted of topsoil (0.4m) and silty clay interface
(0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone
inclusions.
Trench 8
General description

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.45

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

NW-SE
30
2
0.50

Orientation

WNWESE
30
2
0.40
Date

Trench contained one pit. Consisted of topsoil (0.25m) and silty Length (m)
clay interface (0.15m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint Width (m)
and stone inclusions.
Avg. depth (m)
Context Type
Width Depth Description
Finds
No.
(m)
(m)
71
Cut
0.45
0.1
Pit
72
Fill
0.1
Pit
Trench 9
General description
Trench contained five pits. Consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and silty
clay interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
22
Cut
0.7 X 0.14
Pit
0.45
23
Fill
0.14
Pit
24
Cut
0.26 X 0.08
Pit
0.25
25
Fill
0.08
Pit
26
Cut
0.26 X 0.11
Pit
0.23
27
Fill
0.11
Pit
28
Cut
0.43 X 0.13
Pit
0.32
29
Fill
0.13
Pit
30
Cut
0.31 x 0.26
Pit
0.3
31
Fill
0.26
Pit
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Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

N-S
30
2
0.45
Date

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Trench 10
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.27m) and
silty clay interface (0.11m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.38

Trench 11
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.36m) and
silty clay interface (0.09), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.47

Trench 12
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.25m) and
silty clay interface (0.15m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Trench 13
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

NW-SE
30
2
0.45

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.50
Date

Burnt flint (13g)
-

-

1 x sherd (8g)
medieval
pottery, Burnt
flint (11g), 5 x
fragments (6g) of
fired clay

-

Trench 14
General description
Trench contained one ditch (N-S) and two pits. Consisted of topsoil
(0.4m) and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of
clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
4
Cut
1.2
0.43
Ditch
5
Fill
0.43
Ditch
6
Cut
0.59 X 0.2
Pit
0.47
7
Fill
0.2
Pit

8

Cut

9

Fill

0.44 X
0.4
-

0.18

Pit

0.18

Pit

1 x worked flint

Trench 15
General description
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Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty Length (m)
clay interface (0.15m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint Width (m)
and stone inclusions.
Avg. depth (m)
Trench 16
General description
Trench contained one ditch (N-S). Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
10
Cut
0.99
0.71
Ditch
11
Fill
0.53
Ditch
12
Fill
0.18
Ditch
Trench 17
General description
Trench contained one extraction pit. A machine sondage was also
excavated at the northern end to check the composition of the
natural. Consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and silty clay interface (0.1m),
overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
13
Cut
9.99 X 0.64
Extraction Pit
2
14
VOID
Natural geology initially
recorded as fill.
15
Fill
0.08
Extraction Pit
16
Fill
0.48
Extraction Pit

Trench 18
General description
Trench contained one probable watering hole/trough with a stone
lining overlain by natural infill, and one instance of periglacial
disturbance. A machine sondage was excavated at the eastern end
to check the composition of the natural. Consisted of topsoil
(0.3m) and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of
clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
17
Cut
1.96
0.16
Periglacial disturbance
18
Fill
0.16
Periglacial disturbance
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30
2
0.45

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

N-S
30
2
0.45
Date

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.43

Finds

Date

-

-

-

-

4 x sherds (18g)
medieval
pottery, 1 x
modern (1g), 1 x
silver farthing of
Edward I (SF1), 1
x worked flint

L.12th14th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

WNW
ESE
30
2
0.40

Finds

Date

-

-

-
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Cut

20
21

Final

0.38

Watering hole/trough

-

-

Fill

4.47 X
2
-

0.08

Watering hole/trough

-

Fill

-

0.38

Watering hole/trough

1 x fragment of
Cattle bone (37g)
Burnt flint (5g)

Trench 19
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.45

Trench 20
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

N-S
30
2
0.45
Date

2 x worked flints

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.40
Date

-

-

Burnt flint (36g)
-

-

Trench 21
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W). Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
40
Cut
0.95
0.43
Ditch
41
Fill
0.43
Ditch
Trench 22
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.
Trench 23
General description
Trench contained two pits. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
32
Cut
0.6 X 0.15
Pit
0.37
33
Fill
0.15
Pit
34
Cut
0.83 X 0.13
Pit
0.7
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35

Fill

-

0.13

Final

Pit

Burnt flint (2g), 3
x fragments (8g)
of fired clay

-

Trench 24
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.34m) and
silty clay interface (0.11m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.45

Trench 25
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.45

Trench 26
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35) and silty
clay interface (0.1), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and
stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.45

Trench 27
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

NW-SE
30
2
0.40

Trench 28
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.32m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.42

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.50
Date

-

-

Orientation

N-S

Trench 29
General description
Trench contained one ditch (N-S). Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.15m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
81
Cut
1.89
0.35
Ditch
82
Fill
0.35
Ditch
Trench 30
General description
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Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty Length (m)
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint Width (m)
and stone inclusions.
Avg. depth (m)
Trench 31
General description
Trench contained one ditch (N-S), which partially excavated for
finds retrieval, but not fully excavated as it was the same as ditch
81 in Trench 29. Consisted of topsoil (0.35) and silty clay interface
(0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone
inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
98
Cut
1.18
Ditch
99
Fill
Ditch
Trench 32
General description
Trench contained one ditch (NNE-SSW). Consisted of topsoil
(0.36m) and silty clay interface (0.16m), overlying natural geology
of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
96
Cut
0.82
0.35
Ditch
97
Fill
0.35
Ditch

Trench 33
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W) which was not excavated due to
it being the same as ditch 40 in trench 21. The northern two-thirds
of the trench also contained modern demolition rubble (0.56m)
mixed into the topsoil and overlying the natural geology. The
southern third consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and silty clay interface
(0.13m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone
inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
103
Cut
1.02
Ditch
Trench 34
General description
Trench contained one ditch (NNW – SSE) and one pit. Consisted of
topsoil (0.35m) and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural
geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
87
Cut
0.53
0.23
Ditch
88
Fill
0.17
Ditch
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30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.45

Finds

Date

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.52
Date

2 x sherds (15g)
medieval pottery

13th14th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.46

Finds

Date

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.45
Date

-
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89
90

Fill
Cut

91

Fill

0.42 X
0.34
-

Final

0.14
0.17

Ditch
Pit

-

-

0.17

Pit

-

-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

NNE-SSW
30
2
0.40
Date

1 x fragment (1g)
of fired clay
-

-

Burnt flint (52g),
1 x fragment
(17g) of CBM

Postmedieval

Trench 36
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.27m) and
silty clay interface (0.14m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.41

Trench 37
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.29m) and
silty clay interface (0.08m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.37

Trench 38
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.37

Finds

Date

Trench 35
General description
Trench contained one ditch (WNW – ESE) and one pit. Consisted of
topsoil (0.3m) and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural
geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
92
Cut
0.88
0.1
Ditch
93
Fill
0.1
Ditch
94

Cut

95

Fill

0.8 X
0.73
-

0.3

Pit

0.3

Pit

Trench 39
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W), into which two interventions
were excavated. The full width of this feature was not revealed in
the trench thus the dimensions below describe only what could be
excavated. Consisted of topsoil (0.28m) and silty clay interface
(0.09m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone
inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
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83
84
85
86

Cut
Fill
Cut
Fill

0.84
0.72
-

0.46
0.46
0.53
0.53

Final

Ditch
Ditch
Ditch terminus/corner
Ditch terminus/corner

-

-

Trench 40
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.40

Trench 41
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.28m) and
silty clay interface (0.04m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.32

Trench 42
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.25m) and
silty clay interface (0.13m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.38

Trench 43
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.45

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.40
Date

-

-

-

-

Trench 45
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.33m) and
silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.42

Trench 46
General description

Orientation

N-S

Trench 44
General description
Trench contained one elongated pit. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m)
and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay
with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
100
Cut
1.47 X 0.18
Pit
0.35
101
Fill
0.18
Pit
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Trench contained one ditch (E-W) and one pit. Consisted of topsoil Length (m)
(0.33m) and silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology Width (m)
of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Avg. depth (m)
Context Type
Width Depth Description
Finds
No.
(m)
(m)
36
Cut
1.5
0.58
Ditch
37
Fill
0.58
Ditch
38
Cut
0.41 X 0.1
Pit
0.23
39
Fill
0.1
Pit
Trench 47
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty
clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint
and stone inclusions.
Trench 48
General description
Trench contained one pit, one tree throw, and one ditch (WSW –
ENE) which was not excavated as it was the same as ditch 36 in
Trench 46. Consisted of topsoil (0.32) and silty clay interface (0.1),
overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
44
Cut
0.42 X 0.13
Pit
0.38
45
Fill
0.13
Pit
46
Cut
1.28 X 0.24
Tree throw
0.87
47
Fill
0.14
Tree throw
48
Fill
0.1
Tree throw
104

Cut

1.46

-

Ditch

Trench 49
General description
Trench contained one post hole. Consisted of topsoil (0.32m) and
silty clay interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
42
Cut
0.46 X 0.2
Post hole
0.41
43
Fill
0.2
Post hole
Trench 50
General description
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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30
2
0.42
Date
-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.42

Finds

Date

-

-

-

-

2 x fragments
(8g) of CBM
-

Postmedieval
-

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.44
Date

-

-

Burnt flint (188g)

-

Orientation

N-S
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Trench contained one ditch (E-W). Consisted of topsoil (0.34m) Length (m)
and silty clay interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay Width (m)
with flint and stone inclusions.
Avg. depth (m)
Context Type
Width Depth Description
Finds
No.
(m)
(m)
55
Cut
1.22
0.6
Ditch
56
Fill
0.6
Ditch
1 x fragment (6g)
of CBM
Trench 51
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Trench 52
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W) which was excavated only for
finds retrieval due to it being the same as ditch 55 in Trench 50 and
ditch 49 in Trench 53. A scar of periglacial disturbance was also
revealed. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty clay interface
(0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone
inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
57
Cut
1.67
Ditch
58
Fill
Ditch

61
62

Cut
Fill

0.33
-

0.25
0.25

Periglacial disturbance
Periglacial disturbance

Trench 53
General description
Trench contained one ditch (WSW – ENE). Consisted of topsoil
(0.35m) and silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology
of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
49
Cut
0.85
0.44
Ditch
50
Fill
0.44
Ditch

Trench 54
General description
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30
2
0.46
Date
Postmedieval

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.47

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.40

Finds

Date

1 x sherd (19g)
medieval
pottery, 1 x
worked flint
-

16th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.44
Date

2 x sherds (35g)
medieval pottery

13th14th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)

N-S
30
2

-
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Trench contained one pit. Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and silty clay Avg. depth (m)
0.42
interface (0.12m), overlying natural geology of clay with flint and
stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
Finds
Date
No.
(m)
(m)
65
Cut
0.81 X 0.23
Pit
0.6
66
Fill
0.23
Pit
Burnt flint (55g), 1 x fragment (7g)
of fired clay
Trench 55
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and
silty clay interface (0.05m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Trench 56
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W) which was excavated only for
finds retrieval due to it being the same as ditch 59 in Trench 58.
Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and silty clay interface (0.07m),
overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
63
Cut
1.3
Ditch
64
Fill
Ditch

Trench 57
General description
Trench contained one ditch (WSW – ENE). Consisted of topsoil
(0.39m) and silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology
of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
53
Cut
1.2
0.38
Ditch
54
Fill
0.38
Ditch

Trench 58
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W). Consisted of topsoil (0.4m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
59
Cut
0.89
0.34
Ditch
60
Fill
0.34
Ditch
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.40

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.42

Finds

Date

1 x sherd (7g)
medieval pottery

11th12th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.48
Date

1 x sherd (3g)
medieval pottery

12th14th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

N-S
30
2
0.50
Date

-
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Trench 59
General description
Trench contained one unknown feature – possible roadside
ditch/area of extraction/natural hollow. Consisted of topsoil
(0.4m) and silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of
clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
51
Cut
3.53 X 0.3
Unknown feature
2
52
Fill
0.3
Unknown feature

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.50

Finds

Date

-

-

8 x sherds (75g)
medieval pottery

11th12th c.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

E-W
30
2
0.40
Date

-

-

Trench 61
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.29m) and
silty clay interface (0.14m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

N-S
30
2
0.43

Trench 62
General description
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consisted of topsoil (0.29m) and
silty clay interface (0.09m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)

E-W
30
2
0.38

Orientation
Length (m)
Width (m)
Avg. depth (m)
Finds

N-S
30
2
0.40
Date

2 x sherds (6g)
medieval pottery

12-14th
c.

Trench 60
General description
Trench contained one modern probable service trench (WSW –
ENE). Consisted of topsoil (0.35m) and silty clay interface (0.05m),
overlying natural geology of clay with flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
79
Cut
0.44
0.3
Modern service trench
80
Fill
0.3
Modern service trench

Trench 63
General description
Trench contained one ditch (E-W). Consisted of topsoil (0.3m) and
silty clay interface (0.1m), overlying natural geology of clay with
flint and stone inclusions.
Context Type
Width Depth Description
No.
(m)
(m)
77
Cut
1.2
0.23
Ditch
78
Fill
0.23
Ditch
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Metalwork

By Denis Sami
Introduction
B.1.1 The evaluation produced a single silver farthing of Edward I, class 4de dating to AD
1272-1307.
Methodology
B.1.2 The coin was assessed according to the Oxford Archaeology East metalwork finds
standard following the suggestions of the Historical Metallurgy Society (HMS,
Datasheets 104 and 108) and the 2013, Guidelines for the Storage and Display of
Archaeological Metalwork by the English Heritage.
B.1.3 The English late medieval hammered coinage was extensively studied by Jeffrey North
in a dedicated volume published in 1991 and more recently by Withers and Withers
(2001). This scheme is used here in the identification and dating of the coin.
B.1.4 The catalogue reports context details, full identification, measurement and chronology
(Table 3).
Results
B.1.5 The silver coin was recovered from large extraction pit 13 in Trench 17 together with
medieval and modern pottery.

Complete farthing of Edward I, class 4de.
Obverse: +ERAN-GLIE; Crowned bust facing with a
trifoliate crown and wedged drapery.
Reverse: CIVI/TAS/LON/DON Long cross dividing the
inscription with three pellets in each quadrant (North
1991: 33, 1054/1).
Table 3: Catalogue of the coin recovered from Trench 17

0.47

0.3

11.4

Date

Pit
13

Diameter (mm)

Feature

17

Thickness (mm)

Trench

1

Weight (gr)

SF

16

Description

Context

B.1.6 The overall condition is excellent. The coin does not present evidence of wear, clipping
or oxidation, and the reverse is fully legible.

12721307

Discussion
B.1.7 This single coin can only provide a post-quem chronology for large extraction pit 13.
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Flint

By Ro Booth
Introduction

Weight unworked
burnt (g)

Total worked

Retouched flake

1

Unworked burnt

ditch
pit
pit
pit
1
4
pit
ditch
1
pit
6
pit
pit
post hole
ditch
1
pit
Total
1
2
Table 4: Quantification of flint by context and type
1
2

Tertiary blade-like
flake

Tertiary flake

4
6
8
13
19
40
32
34
94
42
57
65

Tested piece

Cut

5
7
9
16
21
41
33
35
95
43
58
66

Context type

Context

14
14
14
17
18
21
23
23
35
49
52
54

Environmental
Sample

Trench

B.2.1 A total of five worked flints and 34 unworked burnt flints weighing 362g were
recovered from nine evaluation trenches. They are quantified by context in Table 4.

1
4

13
11

3

5

13
1
2
4

36
2
52
188

6
34

55
362

1
1
1

2

1
1

1

5

Results
B.2.2 The burnt flint came from eight contexts, with several containing multiple pieces, while
the worked flint came from four individual contexts, none of which contained more
than two flints. The frequency, distribution and condition of the flint suggests all are
residual. It is likely that the flint was sourced locally to the site.
B.2.3 The worked assemblage includes two tertiary flakes, one from fill 41 of ditch 40 and
one from fill 58 of ditch 57 , both of which are consistent with Neolithic flint working.
The flake from ditch fill 41 is partially retouched. It is not particularly diagnostic, but
has finely executed abrupt retouch down one lateral edge and a prepared platform.
The flake from ditch fill 58 has a finely facetted platform.
B.2.4 A second piece from ditch fill 41 can be characterised as a tested thermal fragment
with a single blade-like flake removal from its corticated surface.
B.2.5 The 34 burnt flints were mainly heavily crazed and grey and white in colour, although
some were lightly burnt with a pink and greyish tinge. Seven pieces from pit 32, fill 33,
were potentially struck and include two possible flakes and five chip sized pieces, but
this must remain a tentative assumption, given how burnt they are. A further heavily
crazed chunk from pit fill 95 (cut 94) was potentially a multi-platform core but, again
this must remain tentative.
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Discussion
B.2.6 Taking into account the characteristics of the struck flakes and the potential ‘struck’
nature of some of the burnt flint, it is likely that there was a presence at the site during
the Neolithic period. It cannot be discounted that at least some of the flint was burnt
during activities which took place on the site in the later historic periods, rather than
in prehistory.
Statement of potential
B.2.7 There is no potential for further analysis or research owing to the small size of the
assemblage and lack of contemporaneity with features. The entire worked flint
assemblage should be retained whilst the burnt flint can be discarded. No further work
is required.
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Medieval Pottery

By Sue Anderson
Introduction
B.3.1 Twenty-three sherds of pottery weighing 187g were collected from eight contexts
during the evaluation. Table 5 shows the quantification by fabric; a summary catalogue
by context is included as Table 7.
Description
Early medieval ware
Waveney Valley EMW
Waveney Valley sandy ware
Waveney Valley coarseware micaceous
Waveney valley glazed ware
Glazed red earthenware
Pearlware
Totall
Table 5: Pottery quantification by fabric

Fabric
EMW
WVEMW
WVSW
WVCWM
WVGW
GRE
PEW

Date range
11th– 12th c.
11th– 12th c.
12th– 14th c.
L.12th-14th c.
L.12th-14th c.
16th-18th c.
19th c.

No.
2
8
8
2
1
1
1
22

Weight (g)
12
75
67
11
2
19
1
179

eve

0.07

0.07

MNV
1
1
8
2
1
1
1
14

Methodology
B.3.2 Quantification was carried out using sherd count, weight and estimated vessel
equivalent (eve). All fabric codes were assigned from the Suffolk post-Roman fabric
series (based on Jennings 1981, modified by Anderson (unpub.). Form terminology
follows MPRG (1998). The catalogue was input directly into an MS Access database,
which forms the archive catalogue.
Pottery by period
Medieval
B.3.3 Twenty-one sherds were of medieval date. The earliest were fragments of the typical
fine sandy early medieval wares of the Norfolk-Suffolk border, as well as more sandy
Waveney Valley types – the latter was represented by several sherds of a handmade
base in fill 52, of uncertain feature 51.
B.3.4 High medieval wares comprised entirely Waveney Valley types, including two rim
sherds in the sandy version of the ware. One was a jar fragment with a flaring flattopped rim, and the other was part of a bowl with a flaring T-shaped rim with shallow
thumbing. Both appear to be of 13th-14th-century date. One body sherd was
decorated with an incised horizontal line.
Post-medieval
B.3.5 A base sherd of a glazed red earthenware vessel was found in fill 58 of ditch 57. The
base was sagging, but the sherd was fully oxidised and the glaze orange in colour,
suggesting a 16th-century date.
B.3.6 A tiny fragment of pearlware was recovered from fill 16, of extraction pit 13, and was
probably intrusive in this context, which also contained sherds of medieval pottery.
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Pottery by context
B.3.7 Table 6 shows the distribution of fabrics by context:
Trench Context Type
14
7
Fill of pit 6
17
16
Fill of pit 13
32
97
Fill of ditch 96
52
58
Fill of ditch 57
53
50
Fill of ditch 49
56
64
Fill of ditch 63
57
54
Fill of ditch 53
59
52
Fill of slot 51
63
78
Fill of ditch 77
Table 6: Pottery by context

Fabrics
WVSW
EMW WVCWM WVGW PEW
WVSV
GRE
WVSW
EMW
WVSW
WVEMW
WVSW

Spot date
12-14
L.12-14
13-14
16
13-14
11-12
12-14
11-12
12-14

B.3.8 The majority of the pottery was recovered in the north-eastern part of the site.
Discussion
B.3.9 A small assemblage of pottery was recovered from the evaluation, scattered across a
large area. However, there does appear to be a slight concentration to the north of the
site, closer to the settlement of Beccles. The pottery recovered is typical of the
Waveney Valley and comprises sandy wares of early and high medieval date, as well
as body fragments of the finer micaceous and glazed wares which were current in the
later 12th to 14th centuries. The forms present in the sandy wares would also be
compatible with that date, but earlier medieval wares were also found.
Context Fabric
Type No Wt/g
7
WVSW
U
1
8
16
EMW
B
1
5
16
PEW
D
1
1
16
WVCWM U
2
11
16
WVGW
D
1
2
50
WVSW
R
1
30
50
WVSW
D
1
5
52
WVEMW BU
8
75
54
WVSW
U
1
3
58
GRE
B
1
19
64
EMW
U
1
7
78
WVSW
U
2
6
97
WVSW
R
1
13
97
WVSW
U
1
2
Table 7: Summary pottery catalogue
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MNV
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Form

Rim

Bowl

T-shaped

Jar

Flaring

38

Spot date
12-14
11-12
19
13-14
13-14
13-14
12-14
11-12
12-14
16
11-12
12-14
13-14
12-14
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Ceramic Building Material (CBM)

By Carlotta Marchetto & Carole Fletcher
Introduction and Methodology
B.4.1 Four fragments of ceramic building material (CBM) were recovered from the
evaluation. Two fragments (8g) from fill 48 in tree throw 46, Trench 48, one fragment
(6g) from fill 56 in ditch 55, Trench 50, one fragment (17g) from fill 95 in pit 94, Trench
35. The assemblage was quantified by context, counted and weighed, with fabric and
form recorded where this was identifiable. Only complete dimensions were recorded,
which was most commonly thickness.
Assemblage
B.4.2 The tree throw 46 produced two fragments of CBM. One fragment had full surviving
thickness, 14-15mm, but no full width or length could be established. It is a possible
roof tile. The other fragment is very small and thin, of the same fabric. Ditch 55
produced one fragment of possible roof tile with one surface. From pit 94 there is one
fragment, in which one surface survived.
Discussion
B.4.3 It would appear that the four fragments of CBM are all post-medieval, of two different
fabrics. The fragments are abraded and have been heavily reworked and are a
background noise of CBM probably the result of later disturbances.
Fill

Cut

Form

Count

48

46

Roof
Tile

1

Weight
(g)
7

48

46

1

1

56

55

1

6

95

94

1

17

Total
Table 8: CBM

4

31
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Roof
Tile

Description

Date

Fragment of roof tile moderately abraded, both
surfaces survive. 14-15mm thick, dull red fabric
with moderate micaceous inclusions
Very small and thin fragment, 4-5mm thick, dull red
fabric
Irregular fragment with one possible surface. 1314mm thick. Sandy micaceous clay with a reddish
orange colour fabric
Irregular fragment with a small area of surviving
surface, however, no full dimensions survive. 2829mm thick. Sandy micaceous fabric with rare small
flint, dark reddish orange

Postmedieval

39

Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval
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Fired Clay

By Carlotta Marchetto & Carole Fletcher
Introduction and Methodology
B.5.1 Fourteen fragments of Fired Clay were recovered from the evaluation. One fragment
(7g) from fill 66 in pit 65, Trench 54, one fragment (1g) from fill 93 in ditch 92, Trench
35. The other fragments were recovered from the environmental samples: five (6g)
from sample 1, fill 7 in pit 6, Trench 14; four (5g) from sample 12, fill 70 in pit 69, Trench
1; three fragments (8g) from sample 6, fill 35 in pit 34, Trench 23. The assemblage was
quantified by context, counted and weighed, with fabric recorded where this was
identifiable.
Assemblage
B.5.2 The majority of fired clay fragments were recovered from pits, with only one fragment
from a ditch. They are abraded amorphous fragments in a fine sandy fabric with quartz
inclusions and rare organic matter. The clay is local to the site and was subject to
minimal paste preparation. They share a dull brown orange coloration, while some
also have dark reduced patches.
Discussion
B.5.3 It would appear, according to the phasing, that the fragments of fired clay are all postmedieval. They were mainly small pieces recovered from samples, and as such, are
undiagnostic. The fragments are abraded and have been heavily reworked and
represent a background noise of fired clay, probably the result of later disturbances.
Fill
Cut Sample
66
65
93
92
7
6
1
35
34
6
70
69
12
Total
Table 9: Fired Clay
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Count
1
1
5
3
4
14

Weight (g)
7
1
6
8
5
27

Description
Very abraded and irregular fragment, one flat surface survived
Very small, abraded and irregular fragment
Irregular fragments very small and abraded
Irregular fragments
Very small and abraded fragments
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Clay Tobacco Pipe

By Carlotta Marchetto and Carole Fletcher
Introduction and Methodology
B.6.1 During the evaluation, a single fragment of white ball clay tobacco pipe (20g) was
recovered from topsoil. Simplified recording only has been undertaken, with basic
description and weight recorded in the text. Terminology used in this report is taken
from Oswald’s simplified general typology (Oswald 1975, 37–41), and Crummy and
Hind (Crummy 1988, 47-66).
Assemblage
B.6.2 From topsoil, a partial bowl from Oswald Type 5 pipe (Oswald 1975) was recovered.
The pipe is abraded and only part of the rim at the front of the bowl is preserved. The
level of abrasion means that any rouletting cannot be seen. A short length of stem
survives (11mm diameter, 50mm length).
Discussion
B.6.3 The recovered fragment of clay tobacco pipe represents what is possibly casually
discarded pipes. The pipe fragment does little, other than to indicate the consumption
of tobacco on, or in the vicinity of the site, in the mid AD 17th century.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS

Environmental Remains

By Martha Craven
Introduction
C.1.1 Fifteen bulk samples were taken from features within the evaluated area from the land
west of London Road, Beccles, Suffolk in order to assess the quality of preservation of
plant remains and their potential to provide useful data as part of further
archaeological investigations. Samples were taken from features encountered within
various trenches from deposits that are thought to be largely medieval to postmedieval in date.
Methodology
C.1.2 The samples were soaked in a solution of sodium carbonate for 24hrs prior to
processing to break down the heavy clay matrix. The total volume (up to 19L) of each
of the samples was processed by tank flotation using modified Sīraf-type equipment
for the recovery of preserved plant remains, dating evidence and any other artefactual
evidence that might be present. The floating component (flot) of the samples was
collected in a 0.3mm nylon mesh and the residue was washed through 10mm, 5mm,
2mm and a 0.5mm sieve.
C.1.3 The dried flots were scanned using a binocular microscope at magnifications up to x
60 and an abbreviated list of the recorded remains are presented in Table 9.
Identification of plant remains is with reference to the Digital Seed Atlas of the
Netherlands (Cappers et al. 2006) and the author’s own reference collection.
Nomenclature is according to Zohary and Hopf (2000) for cereals and Stace (1997) for
other plants. Plant remains have been identified to species where possible. The
identification of cereals has been based on the characteristic morphology of the grains
and chaff as described by Jacomet (2006).
Quantification
C.1.4 For the purpose of this initial assessment, items such as seeds and cereal grains have
been scanned and recorded qualitatively according to the following categories:
# = 1-5, ## = 6-25, ### = 26-100, #### = 100+ specimens
C.1.5 Items that cannot be easily quantified, such as molluscs, have been scored for
abundance:
+ = occasional, ++ = moderate, +++ = frequent, ++++ = abundant
Results
C.1.6 Preservation of plant remains is by carbonisation and is generally poor; many of the
flots contained rootlets which may have caused movement of material between
contexts.
©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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C.1.7 Only three samples contained cereal grains. Sample 4, fill 21 of pit 19 (Trench 18),
contained two cereal grains which were too heavily abraded to positively identify.
Sample 4 also contained a fragment of unidentifiable charred material, possibly bread
or porridge. Sample 6, fill 35 of pit 34 (Trench 23), contained two wheat grains
(Triticum sp.) and Sample 10, fill 66 of pit 65 (Trench 54) contained a single barley grain
(Hordeum vulgare).
C.1.8 Most of the samples were either devoid of or contained a very small quantity of
charcoal. Sample 6, fill 35 of pit 34 (Trench 23), and sample 11, fill 68 of pit 67 (Trench
1), however, did contain moderate amounts of charcoal.
C.1.9 Sample 13, fill 82 of ditch 81 (Trench 29), was the only sample from the site that
contained molluscs and only in a small quantity.
C.1.10 Fragments of heavily abraded, unidentifiable fired clay were recovered from Sample
1, fill 7 of pit 6 (Trench 14), and Sample 12, fill 70 of pit 69 (Trench 1).
C.1.11 The assemblages of burnt flint and flint debitage have been subject to specialist
analysis and included in the flint report (Appendix B.3).

Burnt flint

Flint debitage

Hammerscale

1
11 68
67
Pit
2
1
0
0
100
0
1
12 70
69
Pit
2
<1
0
0
<1
0
14 1
7
6
Pit
12
2
0
0
10
0
14 2
9
8
Pit
7
1
0
0
0
0
18 4
21
19
Pit
13
1
#
0
1
+
23 5
33
32
Pit
7
1
0
0
0
0
23 6
35
34
Pit
13
80
#
0
65
0
29 13 82
81
Ditch 10
<1
0
+
0
0
34 14 88
87
Ditch 16
<1
0
0
5
0
35 15 95
94
Pit
14
30
0
0
0
0
44 16 101 100 Pit
16
2
0
0
5
0
48 8
45
44
Pit
8
2
0
0
0
0
49 7
43
42
Pit
15
40
0
0
5
0
50 9
56
55
Ditch 16
15
0
0
0
0
54 10 66
65
Pit
19
15
#
0
20
0
Table 9: Environmental samples from the land west of London Road, Beccles

Fired clay

Indet Macro

Charcoal
volume (ml)

Snails from flot

Cereals

Flot volume
(ml)

Volume
processed (L)

Feature type

Cut no.

Context mo.

Sample no.

Trench no.

C.1.12 Eight samples (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15) contained a small quantity of hammerscale, a
by-product of metalworking activities. Its presence on this site is probably due to the
use of industrial waste mixed with midden material used as manuring.

0
#
##
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
#
0
#
##
#
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
#
#
0
##
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
+

Discussion
C.1.13 The recovery of such a small amount of charred grain, and unidentifiable charred
material, suggests that there is limited potential for the preservation of plant remains
at this site. It is possible that the charred plant remains could be intrusive, further
indicated by the presence of rootlets in the samples. The poor preservation of the
plant remains at this site is likely due to the clay matrix.
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C.1.14 The moderate quantities of charcoal from Sample 6 and Sample 11 are consistent with
the burning of wood for fuel. The preservation of the charcoal is moderate and has
potential for species identification and potentially radiocarbon dating if required.
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1

1.2

1.3

GENERAL BACKGROUND
1.1.1

This Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) conforms to the principles
identified in Historic England's guidance documents DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚŽĨ
ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚWƌŽũĞĐƚƐŝŶƚŚĞ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ;DŽZW,Ϳ, specifically the
MoRPHE WƌŽũĞĐƚDĂŶĂŐĞƌΖƐ'ƵŝĚĞ(2015) and WƌŽũĞĐƚWůĂŶŶŝŶŐEŽƚĞϯ͗
ƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůǆĐĂǀĂƚŝŽŶ(2008).

1.1.2

All work will be conducted in accordance with the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists ŽĚĞŽĨŽŶĚƵĐƚ (2014) and ^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚĂŶĚ'ƵŝĚĂŶĐĞĨŽƌ
ƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůǆĐĂǀĂƚŝŽŶ(2014).

1.1.3

This WSI also incorporates the requirements of the EAA ^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐĨŽƌ&ŝĞůĚ
ƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇŝŶƚŚĞĂƐƚŽĨŶŐůĂŶĚ (Gurney 2003) and conforms to the
Suffolk County Council’s ZĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐĨŽƌĂdƌĞŶĐŚĞĚƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶ (2017).

1.1.4

The decision on the need for any further work/mitigation will be made by
Suffolk County Council Archaeology Service (SCCAS) following the results of
the evaluation. The scope of any further work (if required) will be specified
in a separate SCCAS brief and require the submission and approval of a
separate WSI.

Circumstances of the project
1.2.1

Oxford Archaeology East (OAE) has been commissioned by CgMs on behalf
of Hopkins Homes Ltd, to undertake trial trench evaluation of land at
London Road, Beccles, Suffolk (NGR TM 420889).

1.2.2

The works have been commissioned to inform in advance of a planning
application (planning ref: DC/18/4312) .

1.2.3

Previously a geophysical survey (Harrison, 2018) was undertaken by
Headland Archaeology, and an archaeological desk based assessment (DBA)
was completed by CgMs (Harrison, 2018a).

The proposed archaeological strategy
1.3.1

1.4

The proposed strategy is to excavate 63 trenches measuring 30m long by 2m
wide across the development area, amounting to 5% of the development
site. A proposed trench plan is attached to the end of this WSI.

Changes to this method statement
1.4.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

If changes need to be made to the methods outlined below – either before
or during works on site – SCCAS will be informed and asked to consider
changes before they are made. Changes will be agreed in before work on
site commences, or else at the earliest available opportunity.
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2

THE GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY
2.1.1

The geology of the site is recorded as crag sands, overlain by superficial
deposits of Lowestoft Formation Diamicton (British Geological Survey 2014,
(British Geological Survey online map viewer
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/geologyOfBritain/viewer.html ).
(accessed 02/04/2019)

2.1.2

The study site lies to the south side of Beccles and is bounded by mature
hedgerows and trees along its boundaries. A north south aligned drainage
ditch runs along the eastern boundary of the study site, adjacent to London
Road. To the east of London Road lies a modern residential estate. A pond is
situated in at the centre of the western boundary. Post Medieval – Modern
residential properties are located between the study site and London road
at the southeast corner.

2.1.3

The ground within the study site falls slightly from a high point of Đ.30m OD
at the western boundary of the study site to 27m OD towards the east. The
River Waveney is located to the north of Beccles at 1.2km to the Site, but
runs out towards Lowestoft.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
3.1.1

3.2

3.3

Prehistoric
3.2.1

In general, the Prehistoric dated entries on the SHER relate mainly to
scatters of unstratified flints found within the search area. These include
unstratified flints recovered from a watching brief on a residential
development Đ.150m to the east (BCC 114 – MSF19534); a group of
Neolithic–Bronze Age lithics found along a footpath c.600m to the southeast
of the study site (BCC 089 – MSF32349); flint scatters (BSC 025 – MSF17144
and WSN 006 – MSF17145) found Đ.600-800m to the south at the former M
& H Plastics factory. Flints within buried topsoil have been recovered Đ.900m
to the east of the study site during horticultural work, but again were not
recovered from a feature (BCC 021 – MSF15182). A subsequent 1 cubic
metre test pit was excavated and recovered a few struck flints from the
same topsoil horizon.

3.2.2

The data provided by the SHER records two sites that are undated but are
most likely of prehistoric date. These are cropmarks of probable ring ditches
(BCC 015 – MSF13503 and BCC 016 – MSF13504, Đ.570m to the north)
located on the higher ground above a relatively sharp incline overlooking an
unnamed stream exiting northwards towards the River Waveney and its
flood plain.

Roman
3.3.1

3.4

This section draws upon data from the DBA (Harrison 2018a) and from the
Suffolk Historic Environment Record (SHER).

Roman entries are poorly represented on the SHER data within the search
area. Only two are identified and these are again artefact scatters or a single
artefact (BCC 001 – MSF1175 Đ.300m to the north and BRS 012 – MSF21756
Đ.1km to the northwest). The scatter was uncovered Đ.1km to the north at
the outer extremities of the Search Area and was again near the Waveney
and its flood plain (BRS 012 – MSF21756).

Anglo-Saxon and medieval
3.4.1

The origin of the name Beccles is contested but is likely to relate to the
Anglo- Saxon ‘Bec Lea’ or ‘the meadow next to a stream’. The opposing view
is that it refers to “Beata Ecclesia” and an early church site. Given the
landscape form, the Anglo-Saxon topographical interpretation seems most
relevant.

3.4.2

Beccles is mentioned in a document dated to the mid-10th century when it
was given to the Abbey at Bury St. Edmunds by King Eadwig. It is also
mentioned in the Domesday Book (1086) and was noted as containing a
church, market and burgesses. It is likely that the position of Beccles was
such to utilise the Waveney inlet which was tidal. The historic core of the
town lies to the north of the search area and away from the study site

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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(Đ.1.3-5km), near to the ‘Old Market’ (and the demolished St. Peters Chapel)
and St Michaels Church.
3.4.3

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

The closest record on the HER of medieval date to the site is a chance
finding of an artefact in a garden Đ.200m to the east (BCC 012 – MSF1003).
The HER also records Ringsfield Common (RGD 009 – MSF 26726) and
Toft/croft on Ringsfield Common (RGD 010 – MSF 20424) Đ.300 m to the
west of the study site at its closest point and on the western side of Rings
Field Road.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

4.1

Aims of the evaluation
4.1.1

4.2

This evaluation will seek to establish the character, date and state of
preservation of archaeological remains within the proposed development
area. The scheme of works detailed below aims to:
x establish the presence or absence of archaeological remains on the site,
characterise where they are found (location, depth and extent), and
establish the quality of preservation of any archaeology and
environmental remains
x provide sufficient coverage to establish the character, condition, date
and purpose of any archaeological deposits
x provide sufficient coverage to evaluate the likely impact of past land
uses, and the possible presence of masking deposits
x set results in the local, regional, and national archaeological context –
and, in particular, its wider cultural landscape and past environmental
conditions
x provide – in the event that archaeological remains are found – sufficient
information to construct an archaeological mitigation strategy, dealing
with preservation, the recording of archaeological deposits, working
practices, timetables, and orders of cost.

Research frameworks
4.2.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

This excavation takes place within, and will contribute to the goals of
Regional Research Frameworks relevant to this area:
x Glazebrook J. (1997). ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĂŶĚƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ͗&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬĨŽƌƚŚĞ
ĂƐƚĞƌŶĐŽƵŶƚŝĞƐ͗ϭ͘ZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ. East Anglian Archaeology
Occasional Papers 3.
x Brown, N. & Glazebrook, J. (2000). ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĂŶĚƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ͗
&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬĨŽƌƚŚĞĂƐƚĞƌŶĐŽƵŶƚŝĞƐ͗Ϯ͘ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚŐĞŶĚĂĂŶĚ^ƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ͘
East Anglian Archaeology Occasional Papers 8.
x Medlycott, M. (2011). ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĂŶĚƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇZĞǀŝƐŝƚĞĚ͗ZĞǀŝƐĞĚ
&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬĨŽƌƚŚĞĂƐƚŽĨŶŐůĂŶĚ. East Anglian Archaeology Occasional
Papers 24.
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METHODS

5.1

Background research
5.1.1

5.2

Site code, Parish code and OASIS number
5.2.1

5.3

A suitable level of background research will be undertaken before work on
site commences. This research will draw on information in the Suffolk
Historic Environment Record and Suffolk Records Office, and will include
historical sources, maps, previous archaeological finds, and past
archaeological investigations in the vicinity. The results will not be
presented separately, but will be incorporated into the final evaluation
report.

In consultation with the SHER, a parish code has been issued for the project:
BCC 136. OA East’s unique site code for the project is XSFLRB19. An OASIS
number has also been assigned for the project (oxfordar3-347822).

Trial Trenching
Excavation standards
5.3.1

The proposed archaeological evaluation and analysis will be conducted in
accordance with current best archaeological practice and the appropriate
national and regional standards and guidelines.

5.3.2

All work will be conducted in accordance with the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists' ŽĚĞŽĨŽŶĚƵĐƚ and ^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚĂŶĚ'ƵŝĚĂŶĐĞĨŽƌ
ƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂů&ŝĞůĚǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶƐ and Suffolk County Council’s Requirements
for a Trenched Archaeological Evaluation (2017).

5.3.3

All fieldwork will be undertaken in accordance with the requirements of the
OA Field Manual (ed. D Wilkinson 1992), and the revised OA fieldwork
manual (publication forthcoming). Further guidance is provided to all
excavators in the form of the OA &ŝĞůĚǁŽƌŬƌŝď^ŚĞĞƚƐʹĂĐŽŵƉĂŶŝŽŶŐƵŝĚĞ
ƚŽƚŚĞ&ŝĞůĚǁŽƌŬDĂŶƵĂů͘ These have been issued ahead of formal
publication of the revised Fieldwork Manual.
Pre-commencement

5.3.4

Before work on site commences, service plans will be checked to ensure
that access and groundworks can be conducted safely.

5.3.5

Buried and overhead services are present on site. The buried water pipe will
be marked out and appropriate buffer zones established on either side of all
services. Goal posts will be erected at designated crossing points under the
overhead cables.

5.3.6

In order to minimise damage to the site and disruption to site users, Oxford
Archaeology will agree the following with the client/landowner before work
on site commences:
x the location of entrance ways

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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x sites for welfare units
x soil storage areas
x refuelling points for plant (if necessary), and the extent of any bunding
required around fuel dumps
x access routes for plant and vehicles across the site
Excavation methods
5.3.7

A total of 63 trenches measuring 30m long and 2m wide will be excavated.
This is equivalent to 5% of the development area. A plan of the proposed
trench layout is attached to this WSI. During machine stripping, the location
of trenches may be altered if there are site obstructions, services, or
modern disturbance. If so, the location of affected trenches will be resurveyed.

5.3.8

Service plans will be checked before work commences on site. Before
trenching, the footprint of each trench will be scanned by a qualified and
experienced operator using a CAT and Genny with a valid calibration
certificate.

5.3.9

All machine excavation will take place under the supervision of a suitably
qualified and experienced archaeologist.

5.3.10

Trial trenches will be excavated by a mechanical excavator to the depth of
geological horizons, or to the upper interface of archaeological features or
deposits, whichever is encountered first. A toothless ditching bucket with a
bucket width of 2m will be used to excavate the trenches. Overburden will
be excavated in spits not greater than 0.1m thick.

5.3.11

Spoil will be stored alongside trenches, unless otherwise specified by the
client. Topsoil, subsoil, and archaeological deposits will be kept separate
during excavation, to allow for sequential backfilling of excavations. Trenches
will not be backfilled without the approval SCCAS.

5.3.12

Where the archaeological levels are particularly deep, safe excavation
procedures will be followed to ensure that trenches are safe to enter. This
would consist of stepping the sides of trenches, as appropriate to the soil
and site conditions. If trenches become flooded, pumps may be used to
remove excess water, and they will be assessed for stability and safety
before staff enter them.

5.3.13

The depth and nature of any colluvial or other masking deposits will be
established across the site. Where buried soils are identified, mechanical
stripping will be suspended. Test pits measuring 1 x 1 metre will be hand
excavated, in order to assess the nature and depth of the buried soils. Once
assessed and recorded, the remaining soil will be machine stripped.

5.3.14

The top of the first archaeological deposit will be cleared by machine, then
cleaned off by hand. Exposed surfaces will be cleaned by trowel and hoe as
necessary, in order to clarify located features and deposits.

5.3.15

A representative sample of all archaeological features encountered will be
investigated and recorded to adequately characterise the remains on site
and allow decisions to be made with regard to future mitigation, whilst at
the same time minimising disturbance to archaeological structures, features,

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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and deposits. All relationships between features or deposits will be
investigated and recorded. Any natural subsoil surface revealed will be hand
cleaned and examined for archaeological deposits and artefacts. Excavation
will characterise the full archaeological sequence down to undisturbed
natural deposits. Apparently natural features (such as tree throws) will be
sampled sufficiently to establish their character.

5.4

5.3.16

All excavation of archaeological deposits will be done by hand, unless agreed
with SCCAS that there will be no loss of evidence using a machine. The
method of excavation will be decided by the senior project archaeologist.

5.3.17

There will be sufficient excavation to give clear evidence for the period,
depth, and nature of any archaeological deposit. Investigation slots through
all linear features will be a least 1m in width. Discrete features will be halfsectioned or excavated in quadrants where they are large or deep.

5.3.18

Deep features will be evaluated with hand auger or boreholes, to assess
their depth and structure.

Recording of archaeological deposits and features
5.4.1

Records will comprise survey, drawn, written, and photographic data.
Survey

5.4.2

Surveying will be done using a survey-grade differential GPS (Leica
CS10/GS08 or Leica 1200) fitted with "smartnet" technology with an
accuracy of 5mm horizontal and 10mm vertical.

5.4.3

The site grid will be accurately tied into the Ordnance Survey National Grid
and located on the 1:2500 or 1:1250 map of the area. Elevations will be
levelled to the Ordnance Datum.
Written records

5.4.4

A register of all trenches, features, photographs, survey levels, small finds,
and human remains will be kept.

5.4.5

All features, layers and deposits will be issued with unique context numbers.
Each feature will be individually documented on context sheets, and handdrawn in section and plan. Written descriptions will be recorded on proforma sheets comprising factual data and interpretative elements.

5.4.6

Where stratified deposits are encountered, a Harris Matrix will be compiled
during the course of the excavation.
Plans and sections

5.4.7

Trenches and all features within them will be planned using a GPS. Localised
site plans of complex features (if needed) will be drawn at 1:20.

5.4.8

Long sections showing layers will be drawn at 1:50. Sections of features or
short lengths of trenches will be drawn at 1:10 or 1:20. All section levels will
be tied in to Ordnance Datum.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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5.4.9

All site drawings will include the following information: site name, site code,
scale, plan or section number, relevant context or feature numbers,
orientation, date and the name or initials of the archaeologist who prepared
the drawing.
Photogrammetric recording

5.4.10

Plans and sections may be supplemented with photogrammetric recording
of the excavation areas. Photogrammetric models will be based on highresolution digital photographs with a minimum file size of 5 MB.
Photogrammetric processing will be conducted using the Agisoft Photosoft
(Professional Edition) software, and will incorporate reference points taken
by GPS-based survey equipment.
Photographs

5.5

5.4.11

The photographic record will comprise high resolution digital photographs.

5.4.12

Photographs will include both general site shots and photographs of specific
features. Every feature will be photographed at least once. Photographs will
include a scale, north arrow, site code, and feature number (where
relevant), unless they are to be used in publications. The photograph
register will record these details, and photograph numbers will be listed on
corresponding context sheets.

Exceptional remains, including human remains
Significant archaeological features
5.5.1

If exceptional or unexpected features are uncovered, SCCAS will be
informed, and their advice sought on further excavation or preservation.

5.5.2

Significant archaeological features (e.g. solid or bonded structural remains,
building slots or post-holes) will be preserved intact, even if fills are
sampled. The following features will normally be cleaned, recorded and
preserved for future excavation, unless directed to by SCCAS:
x layers relating to domestic, craft or industrial activity (e.g. floor,
middens)
x discrete features relating to domestic or industrial activity (e.g. kilns,
ovens, hearths)
x artefact scatters (e.g. flint, metal-working debris).

5.5.3

If preservation ŝŶƐŝƚƵ is required by SCCAS, all exposed surfaces will be
cleaned and prepared for reburial beneath construction materials. If
appropriate, the areas will be protected with geotextile or other buffering
materials.
Human remains

5.5.4

If human remains are encountered, the Client, Suffolk Coroner, and SCCAS
will be informed immediately.

5.5.5

Unless directed otherwise by SCCAS, human remains will be left ŝŶƐŝƚƵ
(covered and protected), until a full programme of excavation is agreed by

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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SCCAS and Client. No further excavation will then take place in the vicinity
of the remains until removal becomes necessary. If the remains are under
imminent threat, or if SCCAS requires information on date and preservation,
we will excavate and remove them.
5.5.6

5.6

5.7

5.8

Human remains will be excavated in accordance with all appropriate
legislation and Environmental Health regulations. Excavation will only take
place after Oxford Archaeology has obtained a Ministry of Justice
exhumation licence.

Metal detecting and the Treasure Act
5.6.1

Metal detector searches will take place at all stages of the excavation by an
experienced metal detector user (Tom Lucking). Trench footprints will be
detected immediately before mechanical stripping. Trench spoil (topsoil and
subsoil) and all archaeological features and deposits will also be detected. To
prevent losses from night-hawking, features will be metal detected
immediately after stripping.

5.6.2

Metal detectors will not be set to discriminate against iron.

5.6.3

Artefacts will be removed and given a small find number. Labels will be
placed on the location of each 'small find' and surveyed in with a GPS.

5.6.4

If finds are made that might constitute ‘Treasure’ under the definition of the
Treasure Act (1996), they will, if possible, be excavated and removed to a
safe place. Should it not be possible to remove the finds on the day they are
found, suitable security will be arranged. Finds constituting Treasure will be
immediately reported to the Suffolk Finds Liaison Officer (FLO) who will then
inform the coroner within 14 days.

Post-excavation processing
5.7.1

Processing will take place in tandem with excavation, and advice will be
sought from relevant specialists on key artefact types. The Project Manager
and fieldwork project officer will be given feedback to enable them to
develop excavation strategies during fieldwork.

5.7.2

Any finds requiring specialist treatment and conservation will be sent for
appropriate treatment.

5.7.3

Finds will be marked with context numbers and the Parish Code, as detailed
in ƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůƌĐŚŝǀĞƐŝŶ^ƵĨĨŽůŬ͕'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐĨŽƌƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ
ĚĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ (Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service 2017).

Finds recovery and processing
Standards for finds handling
5.8.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

Finds will be exposed, lifted, cleaned, conserved, marked, bagged, and
boxed in line with the standards in:
x United Kingdom Institute for Conservators (2012) ŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ
'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐEŽ͘Ϯ
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x Watkinson & Neal (1988) &ŝƌƐƚŝĚĨŽƌ&ŝŶĚƐ
x Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (2014) ^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚĂŶĚ'ƵŝĚĂŶĐĞĨŽƌ
ƚŚĞŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚŽĨ
Archaeological Materials
x English Heritage (1995) ^ƚƌĂƚĞŐǇĨŽƌƚŚĞĂƌĞĂŶĚ/ŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ
&ŝŶĚƐ͘
5.8.2

Where finds require conservation, this will be done in accordance with the
guidelines of the Institute for Conservation (ICON),
Procedures for finds handling

5.9

5.8.3

At the start of work, a finds supervisor will be appointed to oversee the
collection, processing, cataloguing, and specialist advice on all artefacts
collected.

5.8.4

Artefacts will be collected by hand, sieving, and metal detector. Excavation
areas and spoil will be scanned visually and with a metal detector to aid
recovery of artefacts. All finds will be bagged and labelled according to the
individual deposit from which they were recovered, ready for later cleaning
and analysis. 'Special/small finds' may be located more accurately by GPS if
appropriate.

5.8.5

Processing will take place in tandem with excavation, and advice will be
sought from relevant specialists on key artefact types. (See the Appendix for
a list of specialists.)

5.8.6

All artefacts recovered from excavated features will be retained for postexcavation processing and assessment, except:
x those which are obviously modern in date
x where very large volumes are recovered (typically ceramic building
material)
x where directed to discard on site by SCCAS.

5.8.7

Where artefacts are not removed from site, a strategy will be employed to
ensure a sufficient sample is retained, in order to characterise the date and
function of the features they were excavated from. A record will be kept of
the quantity and nature of artefacts which are not removed from site.

Sampling for environmental remains and small artefact retrieval
Standard methodology – summary
5.9.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

Sampling methods will follow guidelines produced by Historic England and
Oxford Archaeology. The project team will consult Historic England's Scientific
Advisor on environmental sampling and dating where necessary. Where
possible an environmental specialist(s) will visit the site to advise on sampling
strategies which will be reviewed periodically during the length of the
excavation. Specialists will be consulted where non-standard sampling is
required (e.g. TL, OSL or archaeomagnetic dating) and if appropriate will be
invited to visit the site and take the samples.
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Standards for environmental sampling and processing
Paleoenvironmental remains will be sampled and processed in accordance to
the OA Sampling Policy (2005) with reference to the relevant guidelines
produced by Historic England:
x Oxford Archaeology 2005. ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů^ĂŵƉůŝŶŐ'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ, 2nd ed.
x Historic England 2011. ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ͘ŐƵŝĚĞƚŽƚŚĞƚŚĞŽƌǇ
ĂŶĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞŽĨŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ͕ĨƌŽŵƐĂŵƉůŝŶŐĂŶĚƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇƚŽƉŽƐƚĞǆĐĂǀĂƚŝŽŶ,
(2nd ed)
x Historic England 2008. 'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐĨŽƌƚŚĞƵƌĂƚŝŽŶŽĨtĂƚĞƌůŽŐŐĞĚ
DĂĐƌŽƐĐŽƉŝĐWůĂŶƚĂŶĚ/ŶǀĞƌƚĞďƌĂƚĞZĞŵĂŝŶƐ.
x Historic England 2010. tĂƚĞƌůŽŐŐĞĚtŽŽĚ͗'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐŽŶƚŚĞƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕
ƐĂŵƉůŝŶŐ͕ĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĐƵƌĂƚŝŽŶŽĨǁĂƚĞƌůŽŐŐĞĚǁŽŽĚ.
x Historic England 2012. tĂƚĞƌůŽŐŐĞĚŽƌŐĂŶŝĐĂƌƚĞĨĂĐƚƐ͘'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐŽŶ
ƚŚĞŝƌƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ͕ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐĂŶĚĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ.
x Historic England 2008. /ŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚŝǀĞĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ͘'ƵŝĚĂŶĐĞŽŶŚŽǁ
ĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĂƌƚĞĨĂĐƚƐĨƌŽŵĂƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůƐŝƚĞƐĐĂŶƐŚĞĚůŝŐŚƚ
ŽŶƚŚĞŝƌŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞĂŶĚƵƐĞ͘
x Historic England 2014. ŶŝŵĂůŽŶĞƐĂŶĚƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ͘'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐĨŽƌ
ĞƐƚWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ.
x Historic England 2004. ĞŶĚƌŽĐŚƌŽŶŽůŽŐǇ͗'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐŽŶWƌŽĚƵĐŝŶŐĂŶĚ
/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐĞŶĚƌŽĐŚƌŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂƚĞƐ.
x Historic England 2006. ƌĐŚĂĞŽŵĂŐŶĞƚŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ͘'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐĨŽƌWƌŽĚƵĐŝŶŐ
ĂŶĚ/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐƌĐŚĂĞŽŵĂŐŶĞƚŝĐĂƚĞƐ.
x Historic England 2008. >ƵŵŝŶĞƐĐĞŶĐĞĂƚŝŶŐ͘'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐŽŶhƐŝŶŐ
>ƵŵŝŶĞƐĐĞŶĐĞĂƚŝŶŐŝŶƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ.
x Historic England 2015. ƌĐŚĂĞŽŵĞƚĂůůƵƌŐǇ͘'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐĨŽƌĞƐƚWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ͘
x Historic England 2015 'ĞŽĂƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇ͘hƐŝŶŐĂƌƚŚ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞƐƚŽ
hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůZĞĐŽƌĚ.
Procedures for sampling and processing
5.9.2

Environmental samples (40 litres minimum or 100% of context if less is
available) will be taken from a range of features with environmental potential
and well-stratified deposits to target the recovery of plant remains, fish, bird,
small mammal and amphibian bone and small artefacts. Samples will be
labelled with the site code, context number, and sample number and a
register will be kept.

5.9.3

Larger soil samples (up to 100L) may be taken for the complete recovery of
animal bones, marine shell and small artefacts from appropriate contexts.
Smaller bulk samples (general biological samples) of 40 litres will be taken
from any waterlogged deposits present for the recovery of macroscopic plant
remains and insects. Series of incremental 2L samples may be taken through
buried soils and deep feature fills for the recovery of snails and/or
waterlogged plant remains, depending on the nature of the stratigraphy and
of the soils and sediments.

5.9.4

Columns will be taken from buried soils, peats and waterlogged feature fills
for pollen and/or phytoliths, diatoms, ostracods if appropriate. Soil samples
will be taken for soil investigations (particle size, organic matter, bulk

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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chemistry, soil micromorphology etc.) in consultation with the appropriate
specialists. Where features containing very small artefacts such as microdebitage and hammerscale are identified, 1L grid sampling may be employed.
5.9.5

Early feedback on selected samples taken during the excavation will result in
a dynamic sampling strategy according the results of rapid assessment of
typically 10L sub-samples.

5.9.6

Typically, 20 litres of each bulk sample will be processed standard water
flotation using a modified Siraf-style machine and meshes of 0.3mm (flot) and
0.5 or 1mm depending on sediment type and like modes of preservation
(residue). The remaining soil from a sample will be subsequently processed if
appropriate based on the results of an initial assessment. Normally, early
prehistoric samples will be fully processed and samples containing human
remains will always be fully processed. Heavy residues will be wet sieved, air
dried and selectively sorted. Samples taken exclusively for the recovery of
bones, marine shell or artefacts will be wet sieved to 2mm. Waterlogged
samples will have a sub-sample (approximately 10L) processed as above and
the flot will assessed whilst wet and again once dried. Snail samples (2L) will
be processed by hand flotation with flots and residues collected to 0.5mm;
these flots and residues will be sorted by the specialist.

5.9.7

Where practical, waterlogged wood specimens will be recorded in detail on
site, in situ. When removed, they will be cleaned and photographed, and
stored in wet cool conditions for assessment by a suitably qualified specialist
(see the Appendix).

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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6

REPORTING

6.1

Evaluation Report
6.1.1

6.2

Contents of the evaluation report
6.2.1

6.3

Post-excavation analysis and reporting will follow guidance in Historic
England’s DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚŽĨZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚWƌŽũĞĐƚƐŝŶƚŚĞ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ
(2006, reissued 2015).

The report will include:
x a title page detailing site address, site code and accession number, NGR,
author/originating body, client’s name and address
x full list of contents
x a non-technical summary of the findings
x the aims of the evaluation
x a description of the geology and topography of the area
x a description of the methodologies used
x a description of the findings
x tables summarising features and artefacts
x site and trench location plans, and plans of each area excavated showing
the archaeological features found
x sections of excavated features
x interpretation of the archaeological features found
x specialist reports on artefacts and environmental finds
x relevant colour photographs of features and the site
x a predictive model of surviving archaeological remains, where affected
by development proposals, and assessment of their importance at local,
regional and national level.
x a discussion of the relationship between findings on the site and other
archaeological information held in the Suffolk Historic Environment
Record
x a mitigation strategy for future work
x a bibliography of all reference material
x the OASIS reference and summary form.

Draft and final reports
6.3.1

A draft digital copy of the report will be supplied to SCCAS for comment.
Following approval of the draft report, a copy will be sent to the client for
submission to the Local Planning Authority, and a hard copy will be supplied
to the SCCAS/ for deposition with the Suffolk Historic Environment Record.

6.3.2

A copy of the approved report will be uploaded to the OASIS database.

6.3.3

Where positive results are drawn from the evaluation, a summary statement
will be provided to the SCCAS suitable for inclusion in the WƌŽĐĞĞĚŝŶŐƐŽĨƚŚĞ
^ƵĨĨŽůŬ/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞŽĨƌĐŚĂĞŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚ,ŝƐƚŽƌǇ annual round up.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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6.4

OASIS
6.4.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

A digital copy of the approved report will be uploaded to the OASIS
database. A copy of the OASIS Data Collection Form will be included in the
report.
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7

ARCHIVING
Archive standards
7.1.1

The site archive will conform to the requirements of Appendix 1 of the
Historic England's (2015) Management of Research Projects in the Historic
Environment (MoRPHE) and the Archaeological Archives in Suffolk,
Guidelines for preparation and deposition (Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service 2017).

7.1.2

The preparation of the archive will follow the guidelines contained in
Guidelines for the Preparation of Excavation Archives for Long Term Storage
(United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, 1990), Standards in the
Museum care of Archaeological Collections (Museums and Galleries
Commission 1992), and Archaeological Archives: A guide to best practice in
creation, compilation, transfer and curation (Brown 2007).
Archive contents

7.1.3

The archive will be quantified, ordered, and indexed. It will include:
x artefacts
x ecofacts
x project documentation – including plans, section drawings, context
sheets, registers, and specialist reports
x photographs (digital photographs will be stored on CD-ROM, and colour
printouts made of key features)
x an archive-standard CD-ROM with electronic documentation (such as GIS
and CAD files)
x a printed copy of the Written Brief
x a printed copy of the WSI
x a printed copy of the final report
x a printed copy of the OASIS form.

7.1.4

It is Oxford Archaeology Ltd's policy, in line with accepted practice, to keep
site archives (paper and artefactual) together wherever possible.
Transfer of ownership

7.1.5

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

OA East will seek to transfer title of ownership of the complete project
archive to Suffolk County Council or another registered local depository at
the appropriate time. Until then, all artefactual and paper archive material
relating to the project will be held in storage by OA East.
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8

TIMETABLE
8.1.1

Trial trenching is expected to take 10 working days to complete, based on a
five-day week, working Monday to Friday. This does not allow for delays
caused by bad weather, but it does include time for site set-up and final
backfilling of trenches.

8.1.2

Post-excavation processing and assessment tasks will commence shortly
after excavation commences, to inform the excavation strategy, and
minimise time required to prepare the final report after excavation is
completed.

8.1.3

Post-excavation tasks and report writing will take a maximum of four weeks
following the end of fieldwork, unless there are exceptional discoveries
requiring lengthier analysis.

8.1.4

The project archive will be deposited within 18 months of delivering the
final report, unless SCCAS requires further excavation on the site.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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9

STAFFING AND SUPPORT

9.1

Fieldwork

9.2

9.1.1

The fieldwork team will be made up of the following staff:
x 1 x Project Manager (supervisory only, not based on site)
x 1 x Project Officer/Supervisor (full-time)
x 2-3 x Site Assistants (as required)
x 1 x Archaeological Surveyor
x 1 x Finds Assistant (part-time, as required)
x 1 x Environmental Assistant (part-time, as required)

9.1.2

The Project Manager will be Louise Moan. Site work will be directed by one
of OAE's Project Officers or Supervisors.

9.1.3

All Site Assistants will be drawn from a pool of qualified and experienced
staff. Oxford Archaeology East will not employ volunteer, amateur, or
student staff, whether paid or unpaid, except as an addition to the team
stated above.

Post-excavation processing
9.2.1

We anticipate that the site may produce later prehistoric to medieval
remains. Environmental remains will also be sampled.

9.2.2

Pottery will be assessed by Matt Brudenell (prehistoric), Alice Lyons (Roman)
and Carole Fletcher (Anglo-Saxon and medieval).

9.2.3

Environmental analysis will be carried out by OA East staff, in consultation
with the OA Environmental Department in Oxford. The results will be
reported to Historic England's Regional Scientific Advisor. Environmental
analysis will be undertaken by Rachel Fosberry (charred plant macrofossils,
plant macrofossils), Liz Stafford (land molluscs), and Denise Druce and
Mairead Rutherford (pollen analysis).

9.2.4

Faunal remains will be examined by Hayley Foster.

9.2.5

Conservation will be undertaken by Karen Barker (Antiquities Conservator),
and will be undertaken in accordance with guidelines issued by the Institute
for Conservation (ICON).

9.2.6

In the event that OA's in-house specialists are unable to undertake the work
within the time constraints of the project, or if other remains are found,
specialists from the list in the Appendix will be approached to carry out
analysis.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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10

OTHER MATTERS

10.1

Monitoring

10.2

10.1.1

SCCAS will be informed appropriately of dates and arrangements to allow for
adequate monitoring of the works.

10.1.2

During the excavation, representatives of the client, OA East and SCCAS will
meet on site to monitor the excavations, discuss progress and findings to
date, and excavation strategies to be followed.

Insurance
10.2.1

10.3

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
10.3.1

10.4

10.5

OA East is covered by Public and Employer’s Liability Insurance. The
underwriting company is Lloyds Underwriters, policy number CC004337.
Details of the policy can be supplied on request to the Oxford Archaeology
East office.

Oxford Archaeology is a Registered Organisation with the Chartered Institute
for Archaeologists (CIfA), and is bound by CIfA By-Laws, Standards, and
Policy.

Services, Public Rights of Way, Tree Preservation Orders etc.
10.4.1

The client will inform the project manager of any live or disused cables, gas
pipes, water pipes or other services that may be affected by the proposed
excavations before the commencement of fieldwork. Hidden
cables/services should be clearly identified and marked where necessary. If
there are overhead cables on the site or in the approachways, a survey must
be completed by the relevant authority before plant is taken onto site.

10.4.2

The client will likewise inform the project manager of any public rights of
way or permissive paths on or near the land which might affect or be
affected by the work.

10.4.3

The client will inform the Project Manager if the site is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument, Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), or any other type of
designated site. The client will also inform the project manager of any trees
subject to Tree Preservation Orders, protected hedgerows, protected
wildlife, nesting birds, or areas of ecological significance within the site or on
its boundaries.

Site Security
10.5.1

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd

Unless previously agreed with the Project Manager in writing, this
specification and any associated statement of costs is based on the
assumption that the site will be sufficiently secure for archaeological work to
commence. All security requirements, including fencing, padlocks for gates
etc. are the responsibility of the client.
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10.6

Access
10.6.1

10.7

Site Preparation
10.7.1

10.8

The client is responsible for clearing the site and preparing it so as to allow
archaeological work to take place without further preparatory works, and
any cost statement accompanying or associated with this specification is
offered on this basis. Unless previously agreed in writing, the costs of any
preparatory work required, including tree felling and removal, scrub or
undergrowth clearance, removal of concrete or hard standing, demolition of
buildings or sheds, or removal of excessive overburden, refuse or dumped
material, will be charged to the client, in addition to any costs for
archaeological evaluation already agreed.

Site offices and welfare
10.8.1

10.9

The client will secure access to the site for archaeological personnel and
plant, and obtain the necessary permissions from owners and tenants to
place a mobile office and portable toilet on or near to the site. Any costs
incurred to secure access, or incurred as a result of withholding of access
will not be Oxford Archaeology's responsibility. The costs of any delays as a
result of withheld access will be passed on to the client in addition to the
project costs already specified.

All site facilities – including welfare facilities, tool stores, mess huts, and site
offices – will be positioned to minimise disruption to other site users, and to
minimise impact on the environment (including buried archaeology).

Backfilling/Reinstatement
10.9.1

Backfilling – but not specialist reinstatement – of trenches is included in the
cost unless otherwise agreed with the client. Backfilling will only take place
with the approval of SCCAS.

10.10 Health and Safety, Risk Assessments
10.10.1

A risk assessment and method statement (RAMS) covering all activities to be
carried out during the lifetime of the project will be prepared before work
commences, and sent to SCCAS.

10.10.2

The risk assessment will conform to the requirements of health and safety
legislation and regulations, and will draw on OA East’s activity-specific risk
assessment literature.

10.10.3

All aspects of the project, both in the field and in the office will be
conducted according to OA East’s Health and Safety Policy, Oxford
Archaeology Ltd’s Health and Safety Policy, and Health and Safety in Field
Archaeology (J.L. Allen and A. St John-Holt, 1997). A copy of OA East’s Health
and Safety Policy can be supplied on request.

©Oxford Archaeology Ltd
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11

APPENDIX: CONSULTANT SPECIALISTS

NAME

SPECIALISM

ORGANISATION

Allen, Leigh

Worked bone, CBM, medieval metalwork

Oxford Archaeology

Allen, Martin

Medieval coins

Fitzwilliam Museum

Allen, Martyn

Zooarchaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Anderson, Katie

Roman pottery

Freelance

Anderson, Sue

Freelance

Bamforth, Mike

Medieval & post-medieval pottery (specifically
from Norfolk & Suffolk), CBM and human
remains
Woodworking

Barker, Karen

Small find conservation & X-Ray

Freelance

Bayliss, Alex

C14 advice

Historic England

Biddulph, Edward

Roman pottery

Oxford Archaeology

Billington, Lawrence

Lithics

Oxford Archaeology

Bishop, Barry

Lithics

Freelance

Blinkhorn, Paul

Iron Age, Anglo-Saxon and medieval pottery

Freelance

Booth, Paul

Roman pottery and coins

Oxford Archaeology

Boreham, Steve

Pollen and soils/ geology

Cambridge University

Broderick, Lee

Zooarchaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Brown, Lisa

Prehistoric pottery

Oxford Archaeology

Brudenell, Matt

Prehistoric pottery

Oxford Archaeology

Cane, Jon

Display & reconstruction artist

Freelance

Champness, Carl

Molluscs, geoarchaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Cotter, John

Medieval/post-medieval finds, pottery, CBM

Oxford Archaeology

Crummy, Nina

Small finds

Freelance

Cowgill, Jane

Slag/metalworking residues

Freelance

Dickson, Anthony

Worked Flint

Oxford Archaeology

Dodwell, Natasha

Osteology, including cremations

Oxford Archaeologist

Donelly, Mike

Lithics

Oxford Archaeology

Doonan, Roger

Slags, metallurgy

Freelance

Druce, Denise

Pollen, charred plants, charcoal/wood
identification, sediment coring and
interpretation
CBM (specialised)

Oxford Archaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Foster, Hayley

Medieval & post-medieval pottery, glass, shell
& small finds
Charred waterlogged and mineralised plant
remains
Zooarchaeologist

Fryer, Val

Molluscs/environmental

Freelance

Mark Gibson

Osteology

Oxford Archaeology

Drury, Paul
Fletcher, Carole
Fosberry, Rachel
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Gleed-Owen, Chris

Herpetologist (amphibians & reptiles)

CGO Ecology Ltd

Goffin, Richenda

Suffolk CC

Locker, Alison

Post-Roman pottery, building materials,
painted wall plaster
Small finds, Mesolithic flint, leather, wooden
objects and wood technology
Fish bone

Loe, Louise

Osteology

Oxford Archaeology

Lucking, Tom

Metal detecting

Oxford Archaeology

Lyons, Alice

Late Iron Age/Roman pottery

Freelance

Martin, Toby

Anglo-Saxon metalwork and artefacts

Oxford University

Masters, Pete

Geophysics

Cranfield University

McIntyre, Lauren

Osteology

Oxford Archaeology

Middleton, Paul

Phosphates/garden history

Mould, Quita

Ironwork, leather

Peterborough Regional
College
freelance

Nicholson, Rebecca

Fish and small mammal and bird bones, shell

Oxford Archaeology

Palmer, Rog

Aerial photographs

Air Photo Services

Percival, Sarah

Prehistoric pottery, quern stones

Freelance

Poole, Cynthia

Multi-period finds, CBM, fired clay

Oxford Archaeology

Popescu, Adrian

Roman and later coins

Fitzwilliam Museum

Quinn, Patrick

Pottery thin section, ceramic petrology

UCL

Riddler, Ian

Worked bone objects & related artefact types

Freelance

Robinson, Mark

Insects

Oxford University

Rowland, Steve

Zooarchaeology & osteology

Oxford Archaeology

Rutherford, Mairead

Pollen, diatoms, ĞƚĐ

Oxford Archaeology

Samuels, Mark

Architectural stonework

Freelance

Scott, Ian

Oxford Archaeology

Shaffrey, Ruth

Roman, medieval, post-medieval finds,
metalwork, glass
Worked stone and Roman CBM

Smith, David

Insects

Smith, Ian

Zooarchaeology

University of
Birmingham
Oxford Archaeology

Spoerry, Paul

Medieval pottery

Oxford Archaeology

Stafford, Liz

Molluscs and geoarchaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Timberlake, Simon

Archaeometallurgy & geoarchaeology

Freelance

Tyers, Ian

Dendrochronology

Sheffield University

Ui Choileain, Zoe

Osteology & zooarchaeology

Oxford Archaeology

Vickers, Kim

Insects

Sheffield University

Walker, Helen

Medieval pottery (Essex)

Essex CC

Way, Twigs

Medieval landscape and garden history

Freelance

Howard-Davis, Chris
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Webb, Helen

Osteology

Oxford Archaeology

Young, Jane

Medieval Pottery (Lincolnshire)

Freelance

Zant, John

Roman coins

Oxford Archaeology

Radiocarbon dating is normally undertaken for Oxford Archaeology East by SUERC and by the Oxford
University Accelerator Laboratory.
Geophysical prospection is normally undertaken by Magnitude Surveys Ltd.
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Figure 1: Site location showing archaeological trenches (black) in development area (red)
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Figure 2: Selected entries from the Suffolk County Council Historic Environment Record
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Figure 3: Plan of the site showing all trenches, overlaying the results of the geophysical survey (D. Harrison 2018)
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Figure 6: Zoomed out plan of all trenches showing ditch extrapolations and all features encountered
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Figure 7: 1882 Ordnance Survey map showing the site divided into four fields (after C. Harrison 2018, Fig. 7)
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Plate 1: Trench 1, curvilinear ditch 73 and pit 69, looking west-north-west.

Plate 2: Trench 7, showing modern disturbance on site of former pond, looking north-west.
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Plate 3: Trench 14, pit 6, looking north.

Plate 4: Trench 17, extraction pit 13 in the south of the trench, looking north.
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Plate 5: Trench 18, watering hole 19, looking north-west.

Plate 6: Trench 33, showing demolition rubble in the northern end of the trench, looking east.
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Plate 7: Trench 39, ditch corner or terminus 85, looking south.

Plate 8: Trench 46, east to west field boundary ditch 36, looking east.
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Plate 9: Trench 49, pit 42, looking north.

Plate 10: Trench 53, ditch 49, looking east.
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Plate 11: Trench 57, west-south-west to east-north-east aligned ditch 53, looking east-north-east.

Plate 12: Trench 59, feature 51, looking north-east.
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